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CHAPTER 1
General Introduction
“The other offers itself to me as a concrete and evident presence
which I can in no way draw from myself and which can in no way be questioned,
nor be made the object of a phenomenological reduction or other epoché.”1
(Jean Paul Sartre, from Vivere con i robot. Saggio sull’empatia artificiale)

“When a child meets a robot”
The Other. Throughout life, human beings may come into contact with a multiplicity of other
agents with whom they weave and develop relational and interactional processes, implying a mutual
understanding of the intentions behind each other’s behaviour. These “others” can have a different
agency than the human one; for example, the other can be identified in a divinity, such as God, an
animal or, particularly in recent years, an artificial agent such as humanoid social robots (HSRs). The
latter can be considered as effective social partners that can be treated as intentional agents, probably
due to some of the physical characteristics that make them similar to human beings (Dario et al.,
2001; Manzi et al., 2020a; Okumura et al., 2013a). In particular, in recent years, psychological
research has been giving great attention to the study of human-robot interaction (Belpaeme et al.,
2018; Breazeal et al., 2016; Wellman, 2020; Westlund, 2017). The flourishing interest is motivated
by a technologically evolving society, in which high-precision machinery, among which robots in
particular, permeate different contexts of everyday living, from work and school to the family context.
Let’s consider robots in surgery, industry or included in educational and formative settings, offering
thus different opportunities of encounter and interaction. The increasing introduction of artificial
agents has allowed, and is still allowing, adults and children to interface increasingly with robotic
agents, such as HSRs, or with educational robotic tools proposed in educational and school contexts,
such as the so-called tangible interfaces like floor robots (e.g. Cubetto, Bee Bot). Bearing in mind
that, regarding children's first approaches to the robotic tool, generally, educational robotics activities
are structured according to a playful approach and appropriate to the child's developmental phase
(Bers & Horn, 2010; Kazakoff & Bers, 2014). Therefore, children may come in contact with
1
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technological tools through play or playful and educational activities, thus developing an interaction
with the technological artefact, to which they can attribute meanings deriving basically from the
information they develop around it and, also, attribute a specific meaning and function according to
the cultural context within which they are known and used. Technological artefacts, seen as a material
object, become a vehicle of knowledge and objects activities lead to the creation of shared attention,
and interaction with the tool whereby relationships with peers and adults can be woven (Manzi et al.,
2020b; Savarese et al., 2017). Hence, the same artefact can take different meanings with regard, for
example, to the characteristics of the subject - age as a diversifying factor in the understanding of
meaning - and about the narratives that a culture develops around an object to attribute meaning to it
(Bruner, 1991). The robot, as an object, is thus identified as a real technological artefact with which
the child can develop an interaction, and around which the subject can develop beliefs and attribute
mental states depending on the design characteristics it presents and on the associated cultural
meaning. Consequently, the knowledge matured on the object, seen as a cultural artefact, be it a work
tool, a game or, as previously mentioned, a robot, becomes relevant from the earliest stages of a
child’s cognitive development (Moro, 2011). How do subjects develop knowledge around the object?
According to Piaget's vision (1932), to know objects, the subject must act on them, and therefore
transform them: he/she must move them, connect them, combine them, disassemble them, reassemble
them. The child becomes the individual builder of his/her cognitive development, managing to
formulate knowledge through his/her actions on the material world around him/her (Cole & Wertsch,
1996), due to innate factors interacting with the physical and social world. In this way, knowledge
about the object increases from the interactions that the child has with the object with which it is
interfacing; directing the understanding that the subject experiences about the object through a
universality of developmental stages that leads the child, step by step, to elaborate a specific mental
representation of reality (Bruner, 1991). Hence, in the field of human-robot interaction, child-robot
interaction (cHRI) holds great interest for psychological scientific research because it permits to
observe how children, at different stages of development, get in contact with a technological artefact,
the robot, which possesses structural characteristics that identify it as an object, which, however, can
sometimes show human-like behaviours. Moreover, the robot, precisely because of these behaviours,
may be subject to categorical overlap (e.g., dogs can talk), which causes ontological confusion
(Lindeman et al, 2015) consisting of a bias in the knowledge base of psychological, biological and
physical phenomena. This can be seen with greater intensity when children and robots interact.
Furthermore, the tendency to anthropomorphize both living and non-living entities, especially in the
attribution of beliefs to non-human entities, could result in confusion between some psychological
characteristics that are properly human, attributing them to non-human entities (Di Dio et al., 2018).
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For me, these elements appear of great interest to understand how the robotic agent is perceived and
observed by developing minds, such as those of children. Moreover, in-depth investigation of the
aforementioned elements permits the narration, with increasing sophistication on the part of science,
of the potential and applicative uses of a robotic tool within educational, clinical and care contexts,
thus revealing its potential implications to those directly involved in the process of implementing the
robotic device, such as teachers, educators and caregivers. As Belpaeme and colleagues (2013)
observed, child-robot interaction is shown to be different from human-robot interaction (HRI) since
children have a different and immature cognitive maturation than adults. For example, it has been
observed that children ascribe characteristics to the robot that are usually attributed to living systems,
not viewing the robotic device, compared to adult subjects, as a mechanical device programmed to
act in a certain previously determined sequence (Belpaeme et al., 2013). Furthermore, the
anthropomorphic features of the HSRs can increase humans’ perception in terms of humanness, such
as mind attribution and personality, and affect other psychological mechanisms and processes
(Bartneck et al., 2008; Broadbent et al., 2013; Kiesler & Goetz, 2002; MacDorman et al, 2005;
Marchetti et al., 2018, 2020; Manzi et al., 2020c; Powers & Kiesler, 2006; Złotowski et al., 2015)
(more information on anthropomorphism is included in Chapter 4). Through my research study, I had
the opportunity to note that the interest in observing the effect of different physical characteristics of
robots in terms of attribution of intentions, understanding, and emotions has also been investigated in
children (Bumby & Dautenhahn, 1999; Woods et al., 2004; Woods, 2006). From the age of 3
(Belpaeme et al., 2013; Berry & Springer, 1993), children are inclined to anthropomorphize and are
more tending to do so than adults, or as indicated by Turkle and colleagues (2004) have a desire to
believe for more time that a robot has human-like characteristics. The dimension of make-believe
play and anthropomorphism seem to be important elements for children to engage in interaction with
robots and treat them as life-like agents (Belpaeme et al., 2013). For this reason, I believe it is
important to observe how different physical characteristics of HSRs can significantly influence the
quality of interaction, throughout lifetimes, between humans and robots (Marchetti et al., 2018).
Bearing in mind these elements as important for building robots and for understanding which types
of robotic agents turn out to be more functional in interactional dynamics according to the age group
to which they are proposed (e.g. kindergarten, primary school or secondary school). In particular, two
different directions in robotic development have emerged, which are based on different, albeit related,
theoretical perspectives, namely: Developmental Cybernetics (DC; Di Dio et al, 2019; Manzi et al.,
2020a; Itakura, 2008; Itakura et al., 2008; Moriguchi et al., 2011; Kannegiesser et al., 2015; Okanda
et al., 2018;Wang et al., 2020) and Developmental Robotics (DR; Cangelosi & Schlesinger, 2015;
De La Cruz et al., 2014; 2018 Di Dio et al., 2020a,b; Lyon et al., 2016; Morse & Cangelosi, 2017;
3

Vinanzi et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2019) (for a detailed explanation see Manzi et al., 2020c). These
theoretical perspectives that aim to design robots that behave and develop like human beings must
necessarily pay attention to constructs related to the Theory of Mind and psychological development
(Marchetti et al., 2018), particularly when the actors in interaction turn out to be children and robots.
Through the above considerations, I was able to understand how child-robot interaction can be
significantly different from human-robot interaction based on the characteristics of the interacting
subjects, i.e. children, whose neurophysiological, physical and mental development is still in progress
(Belpaeme et al., 2013), can produce different results compared to the interaction between robots and
adult subjects. When a child meets a robot, there are multiple psychological elements that make
interaction possible. Therefore, I believe it is crucial to explore some of the cognitive and affective
elements that characterize the development of children and that can influence the interaction with a
different agents. In this psychological framework, two constructs, surely crucial to understanding the
relational dynamics, are Theory of Mind and trust. Attachment is another important affective correlate
of the relationship to be considered. In the following paragraphs, these elements will be treated more
deeply in the following sections.

Theory of Mind
The attribution of a mental state to robotic agents is an important element for children to
initiate a relational process with them (Di Dio et al., 2020a). What is being referred to when talking
about the attribution of a mental state? I think it is important to start with a definition of Theory of
Mind (ToM) to understand what it means to attribute a mental state. Theory of Mind (ToM) refers to
one of the components that characterizes the development of the mind. It is understood as the capacity
to attribute mental states to oneself and others (beliefs, emotions, desires, intentions, thoughts) and to
explain and predict, based on such inferences, one’s own and others’ behavior (Premack & Woodruff,
1978). Theory as “the child acquires a theory, i.e. a coherent conceptual system capable of explaining
and predicting human actions in terms of constructs such as desires, intentions, thoughts and beliefs”
(Camaioni, 1995/2003, p.13). Premack & Woodruff (1978) developed this definition from their
pioneering study of the observation of intentional understanding of chimpanzee behaviour. ToM is
an essential prerequisite for social competence (Perner & Wimmer, 1985; Premack & Woodruff,
1978; Wellman et al., 2001). This social competence appears as a commonly used ability, as it refers
to the reasoning processes that each individual uses daily in the encounter with the other, thus being
defined as folk psychology (Lecciso, 2005). Over the years, as studies and observations on the subject
have progressed, various terms have been used to define or encompass the same ability, for example,
“mindreading” (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997); “reflective function” (Fonagy & Target, 1997);
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“perspective-taking” (Carpendale & Lewis, 2006); “mentalization” (Fonagy & Allison, 2012). Since
the 1980s, a great deal of research in the field of developmental psychology has been interested in
the study of ToM. In particular regarding developmental studies, the works of Wimmer and Perner
(1983), Perner and Wimmer (1985), Baron-Cohen and colleagues (1985) and Perner and colleagues
(1987) began to study the ToM with deep interest. These works, starting from the experimental
paradigm proposed by Wimmer & Perner (1983), have developed different versions of the so-called
false belief task, aimed at measuring the presence of a first-order recursive thinking, i.e. a thought
that implies a meta-representation; in other words, a mental representation that is included in another
mental representation, i.e.: “I think you think X” (Battistelli, 1995; Valle et al., 2015). The
experimental subject, for the false belief task, is asked to predict how a protagonist of a story will act,
bearing in mind the protagonist’s false belief and not the fact of reality (Castelli & Marchetti, 2018).
In this regard, two specific tasks have been developed, namely: the Unexpected Transfer task
(Wimmer & Perner, 1983), in which the subject must predict where the protagonist of the story will
go to look for an object that he/she had previously placed in a container, then moved by another
protagonist, without his/her knowledge, in another container; and the Unexpected Content task
(Perner & Wimmer, 1985) in which the experimental subject is shown a closed box on which are
represented some sweets (smarties), but in which are some pencils, unknowingly placed by the
experimental subject, so the content does not correspond to what is represented on the box. Initially,
the experimenter will ask the experimental subject what is in the box, before showing the real content,
then, after the subject has seen the real content of the box, the experimenter will ask the child to
predict what another person will think is in the box, before seeing the content. To be able to answer
the questions of the two tasks described, the child must understand that the protagonist of the story
possesses “a representation of reality that is different from the actual state of reality (which in this
case corresponds to the child’s representation)” (Camaioni, 1995/2003, p.5). The child must
therefore take the perspective of the other and manage to represent the content of his/her mind, that
is a false belief about reality. To do so, he/she must momentarily suspend his/her knowledge of reality,
thus managing to predict how the other will act based on the false belief (Castelli & Marchetti, 2018).
Based on the tasks developed, it was found that 4 years-old children can solve the first-order
false belief task, while 2-3 years-old children are not yet able to correctly solve the task, showing
more of a difficulty in the linguistic comprehension of the test rather than mentalization that is still
immature (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). Subsequently, approximately at the age of 7/8 years, children
acquire second-order recursive thinking, i.e.: “I think that you think that he/she thinks...” (Perner &
Wimmer, 1985), showing a more sophisticated recursive thinking (a depiction of a classical task of
second-order false belief is shown in Figure 1). The perspective, presented up to this point, is based
5

on the cognitive-meta-representational approach used in the Theory-Theory approach (Wellman,
1991), in which the 4 years-old is seen as a real watershed in the acquisition of the meta-representation
capacity, risking to convey the message of “all-nothing”; instead it is considered to be an evolutionary
ability, which presupposes a continuum (Lecciso, 2005), and not an “all-nothing”. Therefore, several
theoretical perspectives are in agreement in arguing that ToM ability is not possessed immediately
from birth, but develops in an evolutionary perspective. Therefore, some theories support the link
between some childhood cognitive skills and the subsequent development of ToM (Lecce et al.,
2010). These include: 1) constructivist theories (Bosacki & Astington, 1999), which highlight the
role of growth contexts to develop mental abilities, and a vision of the social construction of the mind;
2) modular theories (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Leslie, 1994), according to which mental abilities can be
found in the action of specific modules, genetically determined and not modifiable by experience
(Lecce et al., 2010). The modules are already present from birth, and during life, they are activated
in a stereotyped and rigid manner, independently of experience. Environment, in this instance, plays
only a marginal role. 3) the imitation theories (Meltzoff, 2002; Meltzoff & Moore, 1983), in which
the role of imitation in being able to represent the mental states of others is highlighted for the
development of intersubjectivity. Finally, the simulation approach (Harris, 1991), in which attention
is focused on the role of first-person knowledge in the attribution of mental states, in which the child
comes to understand the mental states of others through a mechanism of mental simulation.
Although these theories deal with the understanding of mental states from different
perspectives, they consider it very interesting to observe what happens in the course of cognitive
development before the age of 2 (Lecce et al., 2010) paying particular attention to ToM precursors,
i.e. cognitive structures and schemes that prepare for the acquisition of this skill, such as: social
referencing, joint-attention, declarative pointing, agency comprehension, visual perception
comprehension, make-believe play. For my research on the child-robot relationship, it seems very
interesting to dwell on agency comprehension. The term agency refers to “the understanding that
animate beings act autonomously, in turn causing effects on other objects/agents” (Castelli &
Marchetti, 2018). The comprehension of agency (Gergely et al., 1995) appears to be important to
understand the distinction between animate and inanimate beings, will and intentions to see the other,
different from oneself, endowed with mental states that guide their actions.
It is useful to underline that the comprehension of self and others does not finish at the age of
7-8, but evolves throughout life (Apperly, 2013). For this reason, several researchers (Happé, 1994;
Stone et al., 1998); have begun to study ToM from a life-span perspective, requiring more complex
assessment tools to be able to evaluate third-order false beliefs (Baglio et al., 2012; Baron-Cohen et
al, 2001; Castelli et al., 2010; Kinderman et al., 1998; Valle et al., 2015), apt to assess more ecological
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than recursive elements (Castelli & Marchetti, 2018). The ToM, therefore, proves to be a construct
that embraces the entire life of the individual, evolving according to the specific stage of development
and, especially thanks to the increasing technological development that allows the interaction with
numerous artificial agents, with new and innovative future perspectives of study. Studying humanrobot interaction within the theoretical frame of ToM enables one to understand, in a more refined
way, how the attribution of mental states to a robotic agent can make the intersubjective nature of this
type of interaction more comprehensible (Marchetti et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Say Prediction task: four colour vignettes to illustrate the story about the second-order false belief
task (drawing by C. Bignotti). The characters in the story are Gianna and her mother and, as an object, Gianna's
birthday present: a dog. The story is told to the child, which finds its graphic correspondence in the vignettes,
in which the mother wants to surprise Gianna by giving her a small dog, which she hides in the cantina, and
which she knows the child wants very much. When the girl asks for a puppy, Mum replies that she has given
her another present. While Mum is on the phone, Gianna says she is going out to play, but first, she goes down
to the cantina and sees the little dog. The whole story is told to the child and then a series of questions are
asked about the belief held by the mother regarding Gianna's discovery of the little dog, to observe whether or
not the child has acquired the second-order false belief.

Trust
In the area of developmental psychology, I have had the opportunity to observe how the
construct of trust proves to be a remarkable subject of study as it involves both the dimension of the
self and the dimension of social relations. Trust, as shown by Earl (1987), can be differentiated
between self-confidence and social and interpersonal trust. Self-confidence refers to the belief that
one can cope with a task thanks to one’s abilities, while interpersonal confidence refers to the
attribution of trust to subjects considered reliable. Children, from the earliest stages of life, are
7

inclined to attribute trust to information conveyed to them by adults through actions such as showing
or telling (Tomasello, 2019). Therefore, in this perspective, the trust acquisition process during the
child’s developmental stages, especially during the early stages of attachment with primary
caregivers, proves to be significantly important. Trust relationships, shaped by past relational
experiences with caregivers, also extend to subsequent significant affective relationships with other
individuals (Ainsworth, 1978; Bowlby, 1969, 1973, 1980). The generalization of a child’s personal
attachment story, e.g. secure attachment pattern vs. insecure attachment pattern, might influence how
he or she is led to confer trust on an unknown informant (Bo et al., 2017; Fonagy, 1998; Fonagy &
Allison, 2014; Fonagy et al., 2015). Harris and colleagues have focused particular attention, in their
research, on how young children are led to trust an adult who conveys information to them (Harris,
2012), and the role of trust during the developmental period, particularly when the child is dealing
with an informant who can be considered more or less trustworthy. They note that 3-year-olds place
more trust in an informant who is consistently accurate (Clément et al, 2004; Koenig et al., 2004;
Pasquini et al., 2007), whereas 5-year-olds consider what is told to them to be trustworthy, as they
consider the information being conveyed as if they had seen it with their own eyes (Haux et al., 2017).
With development, children gain more flexibility in attributing trust to an informant, bringing
together multiple assessment elements (e.g. past accuracy and information of the moment) before
conferring trust (Di Dio et al., 2020b). The attribution of trust to another subject, and the receptivity
of the information provided, has played a key role throughout human evolution (Breazel et al., 2016;
Nielsen, 2012; Richerson & Boyd, 2005), with impact on relational processes, especially humanhuman relationships. Currently, thanks to the constant and progressive inclusion of technological
artefacts within multiple cultural contexts, children can receive information not only from people but
also from different technological devices such as, for example, social robots (Brink & Wellman,
2020). It has been observed that children can interact with, and treat as social companions, robots that
exhibit anthropomorphic features (Breazel et al., 2016), finding them interesting as informants and
interacting in a friendly manner, communicating with robots more deeply than with a traditional
device, and conferring mentalistic skills on them (Kahn et al., 2012; Kanda et al., 2004; Marchetti et
al., 2018; Okumura et al., 2013b; Shiomi et al., 2006). However, although anthropomorphic robots
are seen as interesting informants, it has been observed that children aged 3-5 years are more likely
to receive information, and even learn, from subjects that are familiar to them or that possess physical
or language characteristics, such as accent, similar to their own (Breazel et al., 2016; Corriveau &
Harris, 2009; Kinzler et al., 2010). Hence, as trust turns out to be a psychological component of
considerable importance for the establishment of long-term relationships with robots (Di Dio et al.,
2020b), it seems important to understand what elements make social informant robots trustworthy,
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worthy of receiving the trust of children. Developmental Robotics (Cangelosi & Schlesinger, 2015)
is moving its research interests precisely in this direction, raising the challenge of creating social
robots that can engage in a long-term relationship, within which there are components such as trust,
with human subjects, including children.

Attachment relation
The relational dimension appears to be a fundamental element for the human being,
relationships that he/she will weave throughout his life. In particular, parental relationships, which
develop between caregiver and child, are shaped through attachment bonds. In the 1970s and 1980s,
an initial formulation of attachment theory was by John Bowlby's Attachment and loss trilogy (1969;
1973; 1980; Cassidy & Shaver, 2002; Caravita et al., 2018), and the work of Mary Ainsworth about
the mother-child relationship (Ainsworth 1967, 1982; Ainsworth et al, 1971). These works have
created the conditions for the growth of numerous observations and theoretical elaborations
concerning the attachment relationship and the consequences that it has on the development of the
individuals personality throughout their lives. As noted by Riva Crugnola and Ierardi (2018),
attachment theory (AT, Bowlby, 1978) can be considered a theory of personality development based
on the analysis of developmental paths and individual differences (Riva Crugnola & Ierardi, 2018).
Attachment (Bowlby, 1969, 1973,1980; Ainsworth et al., 1978; Cassidy & Shaver, 2002), thus
describes the quality of the relationship between infants and young children with their primary
caregiver. The work of Bowlby and Ainsworth consists, therefore, is a real change of perspective
concerning previous psychoanalytic and behaviorist studies, drawing instead important reflections
from ethological studies, such as those of Harlow (1958), with whom Bowlby was in contact from
1957 until the mid-1970s (Van der Horst et al., 2008), and the studies of Lorenz (1971; Lorenz &
Martin, 1971). Bowlby and Ainsworth’s hypothesis concerned an innate biological predisposition of
children to build attachment bonds through a search for proximity and physical contact with their
reference figures, the caregivers, to have comfort and protection on two main levels: physical and
emotional (Riva Crugnola & Ierardi, 2018). According to Bowlby, therefore, the child is driven to
seek the closeness of caregivers, activating their attention through communicative modalities such as
crying, smiling and vocalizations, and form attachment bonds, initially to search for protection and,
gradually with motor development, to seek proximity with their caregiver (Riva Crugnola & Ierardi,
2018). Therefore, the relationship with caregivers plays an important role in the development of
attachment and is also important for establishing relationships with other reference figures (e.g.
teachers, friends, partners) and for the development of emotional and relational skills, as it takes on
a role of significant importance in the dynamics of regulation of the child’s emotions, especially those
9

related to fear and stress (Riva Crugnola & Ierardi, 2018). Bowlby and Ainsworth focused a lot on
the study of attachment bonds, coming to distinguish different stages that characterize the
development of attachment relationships from the first moments of a child’s life up to about two years
of age. In particular, they identify four phases (Riva Crugnola & Ierardi, 2018), which are
distinguished by the attachment needs expressed by the child, which vary according to the child’s
stage of development. Continuing their studies on attachment, Bowlby and Ainsworth realized that
attachment patterns varied depending on the children observed. Therefore, Ainsworth developed the
experimental Strange Situation Procedure (SSP, 1969) paradigm to measure mother-child attachment,
through the exposure of the child to mildly stressful situations, and identified three attachment
patterns (secure, insecure-avoidant, insecure-ambivalent). Later, a fourth model, called
disorganized/disoriented, was added by Main and Solomon (1986). Depending on the quality of the
relationship with the caregiver, the child will consider him/her, on an emotional level, as reliable,
unpredictable or unavailable (Di Dio et al., 2020a, 2020b). These relational patterns are mentally
represented by internal operating models (Main et al., 1985), cognitive-affective structures based on
the generalization of attachment experiences, which have a prototypical function for future
relationships. Future relationships could, therefore, be based on the generalization of one’s
attachment bonds (Fonagy, 1998; Fonagy & Allison, 2014; Fonagy et al., 2015). For this reason, I
think it is important for my research to consider whether attachment dynamics might have an
influence on the mental representations of non-human agents, such as robots, and how this might
affect the development of interaction with non-human agents (Di Dio et al., 2020a).

This thesis
As may be evident from the theoretical overview in the previous paragraphs, there is a
multiplicity of elements that come into play when referring to the interaction between children and
robots, especially for the particular phase of development in which children interact with another
completely different from themselves. Thus, a multiplicity of constructs and affective correlates of
the relationship come into play, which makes studying the interaction involving children and robots
incredibly fascinating. Through this thesis I wished to explore all the elements that define and
characterize this interaction, particularly from age 3 to 9 years, rich in cognitive and affective
developmental changes. In other words, the child-robot interaction represents the common matrix
around which multiple considerations related to the wide range of constructs and affective correlates
that characterize this interaction can mature. The following chapters will present the research I carried
out during my PhD and that focus on the constructs introduced here, specifically within the childrobot relationship, for example trust (Chapter 2), ToM (Chapter 3 and 4), and educational robotic
10

related to cognitive skills (Chapter 5). Through the following chapters, I wished to present the many
facets that can characterize child-robot interaction. Specifically, showing how trust and Theory of
Mind play a key role in the interactional processes that develop with a robotic agent. Moreover, since
nowadays children, since early childhood, can interact with a robotic tool, it seems interesting to
observe what happens, what cognitive skills can mature through the first exposure to an educational
robot. Through mainly playful modalities, children can begin to interact with a robotic tool, which
will allow them to start the path of knowledge around the robotic agent. Below, a brief presentation
of each chapter.
Chapter 2 deals with the study of trust acquisition, loss and restoration process when pre-school and
school children play with a human and with the robot Nao in vivo. The study of trust, within humanrobot interaction, proves to be very important, especially for the increasing presence, as mentioned
in the previous paragraphs, of robotic agents within multiple areas of everyday life. In this research,
the relationship between trust and the representation of the quality of attachment relationships was
investigated, also exploring ToM and executive functions (EF). The results showed the impact of the
cognitive development and attachment history of children involved in the study. Thus, I was able to
observe that 3-year-olds children are more sensitive to the affective component of trust to attribute
trust, especially in interactions with humans. In addition, I noted the role of understanding false belief
in order to establish trusting relationships. I observed that, for children, the robot proved to be a more
trusting partner than the human, as it was less susceptible to the dynamics associated with the quality
of the attachment relationship. The results of this study are important since they may provide details
to different disciplines, such as Developmental Robotics, on how to make a robot more trusting for a
human, by understanding how to model its cognitive architectures to make it more trusting, leading
the human-robot interaction to be based more on trust.
Chapter 3 reports an investigation about the ability of 5- and 6-year-olds children to differentiate
between an intentionally false and an unintentionally false statement. The relationship with another
agent, such as a robot, implies a mutual understanding of the intentions that guide the other’s
behaviour. Therefore, this also requires an understanding of whether another person is intentionally
or unintentionally producing a false statement. This kind of understanding, which is fundamental in
human-human relations, appears more significant when children and robots interact. Therefore,
understanding whether or not children believe that a robot can deceive intentionally or
unintentionally, knowing if this understanding is there or not, seems important to define the quality
of the child-robot relationship. The ability to lie and also to recognize intentionality the other’s to lie
represents an important developmental step in children, which is also characterized by the acquisition
11

of the ToM. Indeed, from the age of 4, children begin to distinguish between an intentionally false
statement (a lie) and an unintentionally false one ( a mistake). Furthermore, 4- and 5-year-olds, but
not 3-year-olds (Gilli et al., 2001), evaluate intentionally false statements negatively, in contrast to
unintentionally wrong statements. Through the present study, I was enabled to investigate how
children were able to differentiate between intentionally or unintentionally false statements made by
a human or the humanoid NAO robot after watching videos of both agents making a false statement
that was either false or simply wrong. Children’s first-order ToM skills, verbal skills, understanding
of intentionality, and executive function skills were also assessed. I observed that the findings support
previous data regarding ToM skills (Di Dio et al., 2020a, 2020b), showing that understanding
intentionality and verbal skills are important for differentiating lies from mistakes. Furthermore, the
results further showed that children who acquired a first-order false belief are shown to be less
judgmental towards intentionally false statements produced by the robot than the same ones provided
by the human. Implicitly, younger children tend to view a robot’s behaviour as fundamentally
unintentional.
Chapter 4 deals with the influence of a robot’s design characteristics, e.g. human-like or less, that
lead to anthropomorphizing a robotic agent more. Anthropomorphism, in the psychological language,
refers to the tendency to attribute human characteristics, physical and/or psychological, to non-human
agents (Duffy, 2003; Epley et al., 2007). To explore this, in the study presented in this chapter, I
compared the attribution of mental states, using the Attribution of Mental Scale questionnaire (AMS,
Di Dio et al, 2020a), it is a measure of mental states that participants attribute to when they look at
images depicting specific characters, for this study at to two different humanoid robots, NAO robot
and Robovie, which differ in their design characteristics and degree of anthropomorphism. NAO
robot has more human-like structural features, while Robovie has features that make it look more
mechanical. Children aged 5, 7 and 9 were then asked to attribute mental states to the robots. Through
the study, I was able to highlight how different types of robots can elicit different attributions of
mental states in children. In particular, the age of the children appears to be an important element to
bear in mind while designing robots for children. I observed that, in 5-year-old children,
anthropomorphism appears to be widespread independently of the type of robot, while the design
characteristics of the robot influence older children aged 7 and 9 more, leading them to prefer the
NAO robot, attributing more mental states to it compared to Robovie, as it is seen as more humanlike. The results, therefore, showed that the evaluation of HSRs, in terms of attribution of mental
states, may be a useful measure to study the effect of different robot designs for children.
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Chapter 5 presents the study I carried out on a coding intervention, based on Computational Thinking
(CT), using the Cubetto robot, to evaluate its effects on some cognitive skills, such as the sequential
ability to reconstruct stories and visual-spatial skills, in 4-year-olds children. Computational Thinking
refers to a thought process that uses algorithmic and analytical approaches to formulate, analyze and
solve problems (Wing, 2006; 2008). Many educational robotics and coding interventions pursue this
logic. Therefore, it seems crucial to understand the potential effects of activities related to
Computational Thinking on cognitive abilities to understand, which developmental stage, coding
activities and educational robotics could be more effective. In this research, the effects of the proposed
coding intervention - in which the children were asked to programme Cubetto’s pathways, on his
specially designed map, this activity required children to manipulate and reason about the physical
object presented to them - on some cognitive abilities (sequential, visual-spatial) were investigated.
The sample was divided into two groups: the Experimental Group took part in the coding training, in
which the coding rules were taught, and was tested both before and after the specific coding training,
while the Control Group, waiting list, was tested at the same time as the Experimental sample but
without the training, receiving the training only after the measurements had been completed. The
results of the Cubetto task show that the Experimental Group was more able to program the Cubetto
at the end of the task than the Control Group. An explanation for this result could be related to the
effect of having received specific training on the task. With this last work, that can appear different
in the modality of children’s interaction with the robotic tool compared to the previous chapters, I
wished to show also another modality of interaction with a robotic tool, in this case with specific
educational characteristics and, moreover, to highlight which cognitive abilities can improve through
the present use. In other words, a robotic tool that children can actually act on, manipulate, and
program to make it perform programs. The first form of interaction that can make children more
confident with robotic tools that they will encounter with increasing frequency during their life.
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Abstract
Studying trust in the context of human–robot interaction is of great importance given the
increasing relevance and presence of robotic agents in the social sphere, including educational and
clinical. The acquisition, loss and restoration of trust when pre-school and school children played
with a human or humanoid robot in vivo was investigated. The relationship between trust and the
representation of the quality of attachment relationships, Theory of Mind, and executive function
skills was also investigated. Additionally, to outline children’s beliefs about the mental competencies
of the robot, the attribution of mental states to the interactive agent was further evaluated. In general,
no substantial differences were found in children’s trust in the play partner as a function of agency
(human or robot). Nevertheless, 3-year-olds showed a trend toward trusting the human more than the
robot, as opposed to 7-year-olds, who displayed the reverse pattern. These findings align with results
showing that, for 3- and 7-year-olds, the cognitive ability to switch was significantly associated with
trust restoration in the human and the robot, respectively. Additionally, supporting previous findings,
a dichotomy was found between attributions of mental states to the human and robot and children’s
behavior: while attributing to the robot significantly lower mental states than the human, in the
Trusting Game, children behaved in a similar way when they related to the human and the robot.
Altogether, the results of this study highlight that similar psychological mechanisms are at play when
children are to establish a novel trustful relationship with a human and robot partner. Furthermore,
the findings shed light on the interplay – during development – between children’s quality of
attachment relationships and the development of a Theory of Mind, which act differently on trust
dynamics as a function of the children’s age as well as the interactive partner’s nature (human vs.
robot).
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Introduction
One of the challenges of contemporary robotics is long-term interaction, which assumes that
competent robot partners will have many human-like characteristics, enabling the complexity and
multidimensionality of human interactions. This objective has been strengthened by a new
interdisciplinary approach to robotics, i.e. Developmental Robotics (Cangelosi and Schlesinger,
2015). For example, Vinanzi et al. (2019) have proposed an artificial cognitive architecture to
simulate human decision making in the robot by using concepts from developmental theories, such
as Theory of Mind (ToM). From this perspective, the implementation of an artificial architecture,
together with an understanding of the human’s response to the behavior of a robot within a relational
context, aims to shed light on the processes involved in establishing a relationship with robotic agents
(e.g. Wykowska et al., 2016; Wiese et al., 2017). Within this framework, trust comes into play as a
key psychological component underpinning successful interpersonal relationships, particularly when
these include at least one robotic agent. In the present study, children between the ages of 3 and 9
were observed establishing trusting relationships with a human or the humanoid robot NAO in a
simple “guessing” game in which the child and the human or robot played together. Furthermore, not
only did we assess trust acquisition, but also a key feature of real-life relational dynamics: trust
restoration after trust loss. As a matter of fact, trust is a dynamic process based on past relational
experiences and, as such, it is subject to fluctuations operationalized in this study via three phases of
trust: acquisition, loss, and restoration. The latter phase is of particular interest. While human
forgiveness has been studied in different conditions (see, for example, Grover et al., 2019), the
investigation of how relational failures may affect trust restoration in a relationship with a robot is
still unexplored.
In psychology, trust can be described as “a multidimensional psychological attitude involving
beliefs and expectations about the reliability of the trustee resulting from social experiences involving
uncertainty and risk” (Jones and George, 1998; in Lewis et al., 2018, p. 137). Trust in the choices of
unknown people can be envisaged also in situations where we passively witness their behavior, with
consequences on our own decisions (e.g. Rizzato et al., 2016). The multidimensional nature of trust
encompasses the idea that trust can be built based on either (or both) objective factors or (and) an
emotional, quite irrational, attitude toward the partner (Lahno, 2001). In this light, emotional trust
can be conceived as somewhat independent of objective information. In this study, a situation of total
uncertainty was recreated in which the choices of a partner, who should be trusted, are not based on
the evaluation of objective elements, and also the decision of the child to trust in the partner are
devoid of rational elements. Rather, the decision to trust or not to trust the partner’s choices is
consequentialist in nature considering that, until proven otherwise, the partner is always accurate in
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her/his/its choices. That is, trust is progressively built through constant endorsement of the play
partners’ reliability in providing correct responses (see, Rotenberg, 2010). From this perspective,
conformation to the other’s choices reflected levels of trust acquisition as well as acceptance of the
other as a potential partner (Nass et al., 1995; Nass and Moon, 2000).
The establishment of trusting relationships is critical for effective interpersonal dynamics.
This is particularly relevant where children are called to build new relationships with peers, educators,
and other adults. An example of the importance of the construction of interpersonal trust is
highlighted in a study with children under protection services (Petrocchi et al., 2018). In these critical
circumstances, not only does the success of the social interventions rely on building trusting
relationships between the child’s parents and the social workers, but also between the latter and the
child in need of psychosocial adjustment (Hafford- Letchfield and Spatcher, 2007). Developmental
research on the construction of trusting relationships shows that trust dynamis change significantly
as a function of age. For example, children aged 3 years tend to display trust if the informant is
consistently accurate (Clément et al., 2004; Koenig et al., 2004; Pasquini et al., 2007) but are
relatively unforgiving in case of mistakes (Harris, 2007), effectively showing a certain behavioral
rigidity. With development, particularly from 4 years of age, children become more flexible: they do
not rely on another’s testimony in an indiscriminate fashion (Harris, 2007) and show selective trust
in others’ testimony (Clément et al., 2004; Chan and Tardif, 2013). They attend both to the
information available at that moment, and to the reliability that a person has shown in the past.
Human trusting relationships are also shaped by past relational histories, originating with
primary caregivers (e.g. Camisasca et al., 2017; Giovanelli et al., 2020; Marchetti et al., 2020) and
extending to subsequent, significant affective relationships (Bowlby, 1969, 1973, 1980). It has been
suggested that children’s decision to place trust in an unknown informant, especially in a context of
uncertainty, may also depend on generalizing from their personal attachment history (Fonagy, 1998;
Allison and Fonagy, 2016; Fonagy et al., 2019; see also, Bo et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2018). For
example, securely attached children are more flexible in establishing trustful relationships with
epistemically reliable strangers than children with a fragile relational past (see, for example,
Corriveau et al., 2009). In this view, it is possible to ask about interactions that involve partners with
whom there is no affective history and with whom a relationship needs to be built on the basis of
novel interactional dynamics that develop hic et nunc.
Likewise, the development of the individual’s cognitive competencies is important,
particularly for the definition of the informant’s epistemic reliability. Cognitive skills allow
individuals to reason about the other’s perspective and to objectively evaluate informational access.
In this respect, the development of a ToM enabling individuals to conceptualize the mental states that
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guide behavior (Wimmer and Perner, 1983) and social competence (Premack and Woodruff, 1978;
Perner and Wimmer, 1985; see also, Lombardi et al., 2018; for a review, see Wellman et al., 2001) is
a necessary prerequisite for the establishment of trusting relationships (Fusaro and Harris, 2008;
Lecciso et al., 2011; Sharp et al., 2011; Lucas et al., 2013; Brosseau-Liard et al., 2015; Rotenberg et
al., 2015; Van Reet, 2015). The association between the establishment of trust and the development
of ToM competencies was first hypothesized by Koenig and Harris (2005) who found that only 4year-olds, and not 3-year-olds, showed selective trust toward a previously accurate informant. More
recently, associating trust beliefs with ToM abilities in children aged 9 years, Rotenberg et al. (2015)
further showed that children’s trust beliefs in others are associated with both second-order false belief
ToM ability as well as with advanced ToM abilities (see also Van Reet et al., 2015). As welldocumented (e.g. Carlson and Moses, 2001; Frye et al., 1995), there is a strict relationship between
false belief understanding and more general executive function skills. One may then question about
the overlap between these competencies in building trust. Still, socio-cognitive skills mediated by
one’s ability to understand the others’ knowledge, like false belief, appear to be more influential in
building selective trust rather than more general executive function skills, at least in some cultures
(Lucas et al., 2013).
In relation to human–robot interaction, studies that have specifically investigated trust in a
robot agent or system have typically involved adult participants. These studies have either used
explicit measures of trust assessment, mostly involving self- reports (e.g. Yagoda and Gillan, 2012),
or implicit measures of trust assessment. Explicit measures of trust are strongly subject to the
idiosyncratic attitude and the impression that one has of the robot, which are often based on beliefs
and not on actual interactional experiences with the robot; on the other hand, implicit measures of
trust generally involve the postulation of hypotheses framed by specific environmental and theoretical
conditions that are then tested during actual interaction with a robotic system. Gaudiello et al. (2016),
for example, investigated the role played by functional acceptance (perceived ease of use, usefulness)
and social acceptance (generally linked to social competencies) of the robot iCub for effective
human–robot interaction. These two aspects appear to be most consistently associated with an
enduring perception of the robot’s skills, i.e. its usefulness and sociality (Shaw- Garlock, 2009;
Heerink, 2010). As a most comprehensive measure of functional and social acceptance of the robot,
the users’ trust in the robot was assessed as a function of the robot’s social and functional knowledge.
The users’ trust in the robot prevalently relied on its functional rather than social knowledge, although
data generally highlighted adults’ poor acceptance of, and a predominant distrust in robots. With
children, the factors underpinning child human–robot interaction have not been systematically
explored. There are several studies that inform about ways in which children interact, play, and learn
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from a robotic agent in school and educational contexts (Kanda et al., 2004; Okumura et al., 2013a,b;
Breazeal et al., 2016; Baxter et al., 2017; Belpaeme et al., 2018; Cangelosi and Schlesinger, 2018; Di
Dio et al., 2019). These studies have shown that children tend to interact with robot partners in a
human- like manner, proving to be sensitive to verbal and non-verbal signals, such as eye gaze
(Okumura et al., 2013a,b), and often attributing mentalistic competencies to the robot (for a review,
see Marchetti et al., 2018). In this respect, the work by Short et al. (2010) shows that unfair/cheating
robots in a common “rock-paper-scissors” child-game are able to elicit interest in the child as well as
a greater tendency to attribute intentions to the robot. This study brings further support to the idea
that human-like behavior (either trustful or even deceptive) is associated to a greater interactional
potential toward a robot partner.
In the present study, trust was explored through a novel Trusting Game (TG) named “Guess
where it is” requiring the interactive partner (either the human or the robot) and, subsequently, the
child to guess the position of a doll hidden under a box. Through the structure of the game, the
conditions are created for the child to consequentially make the same decisions as the play partner,
thus ultimately establishing a trusting relationship (e.g. Nass and Moon, 2000): the other becomes
trustworthy because it demonstrates that her/his/its choices, even if random, always lead to a correct
answer. This procedure benefitted from having the child gradually build trust in the partner during a
social interaction. It was chosen not to establish epistemic trust before the game following best known
procedures (see, for example, Koenig and Harris, 2005; Corriveau and Harris, 2009) because it was
also wanted to appreciate the dynamics of trust construction when interacting with different relational
agents, i.e. the human and the robot. Once trust had been acquired, as indexed by a consistent
agreement between the play partner’s and the child’s responses, the phases of loss of trust and trust
restoration put the child’s trust to test. These latter phases were most critical for the child because
s/he had to reconsider the newly established trust in the robot or the human. To better understand
what psychological factors are in place when building a trusting relationship with the robot, as
compared to the human, specific different chronological ages were referenced (e.g. Lombardi et al.,
2017) where the development of affective and cognitive processes may be distinctively influential on
trust. Also, to better appreciate how trust is configured within robot–human and human–human
interaction, we avoided creating competitive or collaborative conditions that could have polarized the
dynamics of trust-building. As a matter of fact, the type of interaction can significantly influence trust
(Hancock et al., 2011) by negatively or positively skewing trust in case of competition or
collaboration, respectively (Kidd, 2003; Kuchenbrandt and Eyssel, 2012). Therefore, children were
made to play for the mere fun of playing with a little thank-you gift delivered at the end of the game
(the structure of the TG is detailed in section “Materials and Methods”). Finally, the distinctive
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contribution of ToM and executive function skills in building trust at different developmental ages
was further assessed, thus extending current literature by also exploring these cognitive components
when children interacted with a robot or a human agent. To make the child perceive the robotic agent
NAO as a real interactional partner, it was introduced to children in a preliminary session when they
were familiarized with some of the robot’s physical and social skills (walking, moving its arms,
talking, greeting, etc.) (see Vogt et al., 2017). To make its behavior human-like, when playing its turn
during the TG, NAO used simple and clear verbal indications, accompanied by gestures indicating
the possible target position of the doll. Additionally, the robot was programmed to alternate between
looking at the play setup and the child, reproducing a realistic attentional shift (Zanatto et al., 2019).
The children’s perception of the robot’s mental qualities as compared to the human was evaluated
through the Attribution of Mental States (AMS) questionnaire (Di Dio et al., 2018, 2019). This
measure has consistently shown that school-age children do discriminate between the human and the
robot in mental terms, although, during interaction, children also typically display similar behaviors
toward both. Accordingly, it was hypothesized to find substantial differences in the children’s
attribution of mental states to the human and the robot, whereas a similar trust- building dynamics
when interacting with either partner during the TG. Additionally, it was hypothesized to find a greater
tendency to trust, especially in the human, among younger children whose trust is possibly mainly
driven by affect rather than cognition. On the other hand, it was hypothesized to find the establishment
of more reflective trusting relationships among children given the development of ToM
competencies. No specific predictions were advanced with respect to the role of executive functions
in trust dynamics given the fair lack of specific evidence in this respect.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Ninety-four (94) Italian kindergarten and school-age children participated in the experiment.
The children were divided into four age groups as follows: 3-year-olds (N = 22, 9 females), 5- yearolds (N = 24, 13 females), 7-year-olds (N = 25, 13 females), and 9-year-olds (N = 23, 12 females).
The children were recruited from a preschool and a primary school of Milan. The children’s parents
received a written explanation of the procedure of the study, the measurement items, and the materials
used, and they gave written consent. Children were not identified by parents or teachers for learning
and/or socio-relational difficulties. The study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee
(Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan).
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Tasks
The children were assessed in two experimental sessions on different days within a 2-week
time frame. In the first session, the children were administered the following tests: AMS scale
(inspired by the work of Martini et al., 2016), TG task [inspired by the work of Yang et al. (2017)],
and a first-order and (for 5- to 9-year-olds) a second-order False-Belief task (Wimmer and Perner,
1983; Perner and Wimmer, 1985). In the second session, the children were administered a further
version of the first-order and second-order False-Belief task, the quality of attachment relationships
(SAT) test (Liverta Sempio et al., 2001), an executive function task (Dimensional Change Card Sort,
DCCS; Zelazo, 2006) for the 3- and 5-year-olds, and the Developmental NEuroPSYchological
Assessment (NEPSY II; Korkman et al., 2007) subtest for the 7- and 9-year-olds. Both tests assess
the ability to switch between responses.
Attribution of Mental States
The AMS scale is a measure of the mental states that participants attribute when looking at
pictures depicting specific characters, in this case a human and the robot NAO. The scale is an ad hoc
questionnaire that was based on Martini et al. (2016). AMS has been used in previous works (Di Dio
et al., 2018, 2019; see also, Di Dio et al., 2020; Manzi et al., 2020) and has proven fairly consistent
in outlining age-specific response patterns with respect to attribution of mental states to both robots
and humans. Children were asked 25 questions grouped in five different state categories: Perceptive,
Emotional, Desires and Intentions, Imaginative, and Epistemic. The child had to respond “Yes” or
“No” to each question. If the answer was Yes, then the experimenter asked a follow-up question:
“How much? A little bit or very much?”, yielding a 3-point scale. For example, in answer to the
question: “Do you think that he/she/it can understand?”, the range of answers could be: No (0), Yes,
a little bit (1), or Yes, very much (2). The total score was the sum of all answers (range = 0–50); the
five partial scores were the sum of the answers within each category (score range = 0–10).
Trusting Game
The TG was inspired by the work of Yang et al. (2017). The game requires the play partner
(either the human or the robot) and the child guess the position of a doll hidden under a box. By its
nature, the game is neither explicitly collaborative nor competitive since both players have to
independently guess the position of the doll and correct guesses do not lead to any tangible reward.
The TG involves two players (i.e. a child – participant – playing with either the experimenter or the
robot) and a game-master (i.e. a second experimenter). The game consists of presenting to the players
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two boxes and a little doll that are positioned on a table that looks very much like a coffee table and
at which both players are seated. The game-master, who sits on the opposite side of the table, hides
the doll under one of the two boxes without being seen by the two players (see Figure 1 for a depiction
of the experimental setup). The game consists of guessing where the game-master has hidden the doll.
The game starts with the experimenter explaining verbally to the players the rules, showing them an
example of a sequence: “Now you and (the other partner’s name) will play a game together called
“guess where it is.” I’ll show you how it is played. Here are two boxes and a little doll. I will hide the
doll under one of the two boxes, but you won’t see where I hide it because I will put this paper board
in front of you, like this.” After positioning the board, the experimenter moves the boxes around and
then removes the board, placing it on the side of the table. The experimenter then informs the partners
that they have to guess where the doll has been hidden by pointing at one of the boxes. Next, without
revealing the doll’s location, the experimenter asks: “It is all clear?”. If both partners answer
positively, then the play started. All children understood the instructions the first time. The children
were also informed that they would receive a packet of stickers at the end of the game to thank them
for their participation. Once the game began, the experimenter told the child that the partner (referred
to by her/his/its name) would always make the first guess. The position of the doll was established a
priori to correctly instruct (or program, if NAO) the play partner’s choice during each phase of the
game.
The TG involves three independent phases. The first phase [Trusting Acquisition (TA)] aims
to assess the participant’s acquisition of trust in the other player by calculating how many trials elapse
before the child follows the other player’s guess. Trust is assumed when the child follows the other
player’s guess on three consecutive trials. After trust acquisition, the game switches into the second
phase [Mistrust Acquisition (MA)], which assesses the participant’s acquisition of mistrust in the
other player by calculating how many trials it takes for the child not to follow the other player’s guess.
Mistrust is assumed when the child does not follow the other player’s guess on three consecutive
trials. The last phase [Trusting Restoration (TR)] shares the same play structure as the initial phase.
The game lasted, on average, between 10 and 20 min.
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Each phase consisted of a maximum of 10 trials and ended after trust acquisition (phase 1), mistrust
acquisition (phase 2), and trust restoration (phase 3). The switch to the following phase also occurred
if the participant completed 10 trials within a given phase without completing the three-trial sequence.

The dependent variable (DV) was the number of trials the child required before acquiring trust or
mistrust. For example, in the initial phase, if the child started to follow the other player for three
consecutive trials after the second trial (i.e. 0 0 1 1 1), the participant scored 2. If the child displayed
trust immediately (i.e. 1 1 1), s/he scored 0. If the child completed the 10 trials within each phase
without acquiring trust or mistrust, she/he scored 8, which is the maximum value that could possibly
be attributed before ending the phase with a three-trial sequence. To compare data in the analyses,
trust and trust restoration indexes were reversed to indicate, alongside trust loss, a comparable
measure of the tendency to trust. Thus, a child could score between 0 (low trust) and 8 (high trust).
For the treatment of missing cases, it was considered mean, median, and mode values, as well as
children’s most common response patterns. The median was ultimately chosen as the most
representative index for replacing missing values. Accordingly, two children were recovered for age
groups 3, 5, and 9 years; one child was recovered for the age group 7 years. When an entire session
was missing, the values were not replaced and the child was removed from the analyses. Accordingly,
one child was removed from age group 3 years and three children were removed from age group 7
years.
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Theory of Mind
The Unexpected Transfer task (Wimmer and Perner, 1983) and the Unexpected Content task
(Perner and Wimmer, 1985) were used to evaluate first-order ToM by assessing the acquisition of
false beliefs understanding. First-order ToM entails a recursive thinking, which implies the metarepresentation or the representation of a mental representation of a low complexity level, of the kind
“I think that you think...”. Children exhibit this competence at around 4 years of age with the
emergence of false beliefs. The child is told a story involving two doll characters. One of the
characters is deceived with respect to either the location or contents of an object and the child is tested
for his/her ability to understand the character’s false belief. For example, the unexpected transfer
story is about two siblings playing with a ball in a room. One of the children puts the ball in a box
and leaves the room. Meanwhile, the other child takes the ball out of the box, puts it in the basket and
goes away. Finally, the first character comes back in the room and wants to play with the ball. At the
end of the story, the experimenter asks the child the following questions: “What is the first place
where she will look for the ball?”—referring to the first character (first-order false belief question);
“Where did the child put the ball before going away?” (control memory question); “Where really is
the ball?” (reality control question). The answers to the two control questions (memory and reality)
were used to filter the children’s performance. Having passed control questions, the test question
about false belief is scored 1 if correct and 0 if incorrect.
The development of a second-order false belief competence was assessed through the IceCream Van task (Perner and Wimmer, 1985) and the Look-Prediction task (Liverta Sempio et al.,
2001; Astington et al., 2002). Second-order ToM implies a meta-representation of a greater
complexity with respect to first-order ToM, of the kind “I think that you think that s/he thinks...”.
Children aged from 7 years have typically matured this competence, although it can also emerge at
an earlier age. The second-order ToM stories involve three characters presented on a storyboard. For
example, the ice-cream van story is about Maria and Giovanni, who – while playing in the park – see
an ice-cream van. Maria wants to buy an ice cream, but she has no money. She therefore decides to
go home to take the money, sure that the ice-cream van will stay in the park. However, while Maria
is away, Giovanni sees the ice-cream van moving away. Giovanni asks the ice-cream man where he
is going, and the ice-cream man replies that he is going in front of the school to sell more ice creams.
While Maria is leaving home, she sees the ice-cream man and she asks him where he is going. After
knowing that he is moving to school, she says that now that she has the money, she can follow him
to school. At the end of the story Giovanni goes to Maria’s house, and asks her mother where her
friend is. Maria’s mum answers that Maria has just gone out to buy an ice cream. The child
(participant) is then asked the following questions: “Where does Giovanni think Maria went to buy
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the ice cream? (second-order false belief); “Why does Giovanni think so?” (justification); “Does
Maria know that the ice-cream van is in front of the school?” (first-order false belief); “Does Giovanni
know that the ice-cream man spoke with Maria while she was leaving her house?” (reality control
question); “Where did Maria go to buy the ice cream?” (memory control question). For both secondorder false belief tasks, having passed the control questions, children scored 1 for correct statements
and 0 for incorrect statements on both test and justification questions. A second-order false belief task
total score was then calculated ranging from 0 (no response) to 2 (completely correct response)
(Perner and Wimmer, 1985).
Separation Anxiety Test–Family Version (F-SAT)
The Separation Anxiety Test is a semi-projective task that evaluates the child’s mental
representation of his/her attachment to the caregiver. The original version developed by Hansburg
(1972) for adolescents was adapted by Klagsbrun and Bowlby (1976) for children aged 4 to 7 years.
In the latter version, six pictures are presented to the child, each depicting a situation of separation
from a familiar caregiver. The child is asked to describe the protagonist’s feelings, to justify them,
and to predict what the protagonist will do, thereby probing the coping strategy of the protagonist.
The Italian version used in this study (Liverta Sempio et al., 2001) is based on a modification of other
versions of the same task (Fonagy et al., 1997).
The coding reflects three dimensions: (1) attachment, i.e. the ability to express vulnerability
and need; (2) self-confidence, i.e. the ability to autonomously face separation; and (3) avoidance, i.e.
the propensity to speak about the separation. Participants score 1 for each dimension. The final score
is the result of the sum of the scores in the attachment scale and in the self-confidence scale, and of
the sum of the inverse of the avoidance scale, calculated by subtracting this score from the total
amount potentially obtainable on this scale. Scores range from 6 to 36, with higher scores reflecting
greater quality of attachment relationship.
Executive Function Skills
Children aged 3 and 5 years were administered the DCCS assessing the capacity to switch
responses [for a full description of the test, please refer to Zelazo (2006)]. Seven and 9-year- olds’
executive functions were assessed using “A Developmental NEuroPSYchological Assessment”
subtest (NEPSY II; Korkman et al., 2007), testing the ability to inhibit automatic responses and to
switch between response types. The child looks at a series of black and white shapes or arrows and
names either the shape or direction or makes an alternate response, depending on the color of the
shape or arrow. In the present study, the combined scores of the Inhibition NEPSY-II subtest, which
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combines accuracy and speed of response, were used. For a detailed description of the scoring criteria,
please refer to the manual (Korkman et al., 2007).

Experimental Procedure
Introducing the Play Partners
On a day that preceded the main experimental session, children were introduced to three play
partners (two humans – a boy and a girl – and the robot) through video clips displayed in class on a
large projector. In the videos, each of the potential partners said the same sentence: “Hello, my name
is. I will be playing with you in the next days. See you soon. Bye.” The videos represented the actors
while exiting a room and waving their hand to say goodbye. In this way, the children saw that the
robot NAO could walk, talk, and move its head and arms.
Experimental Sessions
The children were tested individually in a quiet room in their kindergarten or school. Tests
were carried out by two researchers both in the morning and in the afternoon during normal activity.
In the first session, the administration of the battery lasted approximately 20–30 min, depending on
the child’s age. The administration of the task in the second session took about 35– 45 min.
The first session started with the administration of AMS. The five AMS state categories
(Perceptive, Emotional, Desires and Intentions, Imaginative, and Epistemic) were randomized across
children. Afterward, children participated in the TG. At this point, the partner (i.e. human or robot)
entered the experimental room and was introduced by the experimenter by his/her name: “Do you
remember, this is ...”. Then, both the child and the partner were invited to sit on the ground on a
plastic carpet in front of an ad hoc table. The plastic carpet was used to correctly position NAO when
children interacted with the robot. A paper black board was positioned next to the table, and was used
to cover the setting when playing. A female experimenter played with girls and a male experimenter
played with boys. Half of the children played with the robot in the first session and with the human
in the second session. The other half underwent the reversed play order.
After the game, the child was administered one of the two first-order ToM tasks and, starting
from 5 years of age upward, one of the two second-order ToM tasks. The order of the ToM tasks was
randomized across children, so that those who performed, for example the unexpected transfer task
in the first session, completed the unexpected content task in the second session. The same was true
for the second-order ToM tasks. Finally, children were given two further assessments: SAT and
executive function.
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using the IBM Statistical Software Platform SPSS (v.
19.0). To evaluate possible differences in children’s tendency to trust the human and robot partner as
a function of the child’s age and trust phase (acquisition, loss, and restoration), a repeated measures
General Linear Model (GLM) analysis was carried out. The DV was the number of trials until children
followed their partner (trust acquisition), stopped following their partner (trust loss), and again
followed their partner (trust restoration) during the TG. To compare data from the three phases, trust
and trust restoration indexes were reversed to indicate, together with trust loss, a comparable measure
of the tendency to trust. That is, for all three phases of the TG, greater numbers correspond to a greater
tendency to trust.
Additionally, correlation analyses (Pearson’s r) were carried out to evaluate the relationship
between the tendency to trust and (1) the quality of attachment relationships (SAT), (2) ToM (firstand second-order false beliefs tasks), and (3) executive function skills.
Finally, to assess possible differences in children’s mental states attribution to the robot with
respect to the human partner, a repeated measures GLM analysis comparing AMS scores between
human and robot was carried out as a function of the children’s age. For all the GLM analyses, the
Greenhouse–Geisser correction was used for violations of Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, P < 0.05.
All post hoc comparisons were Bonferroni corrected.

Results
Trusting Game
The GLM analysis, with three levels of phase (acquisition, loss, and restoration) and two
levels of agency (HB and RB) as within-subjects factors, and age group (four levels) as the betweensubjects factor (3, 5, 7, and 9 years), was carried out to assess children’s tendency to trust in the
human and in the robot. An inspection of the box plots displaying the performance of each age group
showed no extreme cases.
The results revealed a main effect of phase (Figure 2A), F(2, 172) = 10.51, P < 0.001, partialη2 = 0.11, δ = 0.99, indicating that, independent of agency and age group, children exhibited a lower
tendency to trust in phase 3 (trust restoration), compared to both phase 1 (trust acquisition), Mdiff =
1.19; SE, 0.26; P < 0.001, and phase 2 (trust loss), Mdiff = 0.94; SE, 0.27; P < 0.01. Additionally,
age-related differences were found, F(3, 86) = 8.76, P < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.23, δ = 0.99. More
specifically, 3-year-olds showed a greater tendency to trust than the other age groups including the
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5-year-olds, Mdiff = 1.83; SE, 0.52; P < 0.01; 7-year-olds, Mdiff = 1.1; SE, 0.53; P < 0.05; and 9year-olds, Mdiff = 2.64; SE, 0.53; P < 0.001. No interactions were found between phase and age
group, P > 0.05. Additionally, agency did not have any impact as a main effect and in the interaction
with the other variables, P > 0.05.
Having found a consistent correlation across ages between first-order ToM and performance
in the TG as described below, a further GLM was carried out using first-order ToM as a covariate.
This analysis revealed a main effect of agency (Robot – RB > Human Being – HB), F(1,85) = 4.99,
P < 0.05, partial- η2 = 0.06, δ = 0.60, and a significant interaction of agency × age group, F(3, 172)
= 2.81, P < 0.05, partial-η2 = 0.09, δ = 0.66. The post hoc analyses showed that while 3-year-olds
tended to generally trust in the human more than in the robot, Mdiff = 1.04; SE, 0.67; P < 0.05,
children aged 7 years tended to trust in the robot more than in the human, Mdiff = 1.33; SE, 0.56; P
< 0.05. This interaction is plotted in Figure 2B.

Correlations
Trusting and SAT
As shown in Table 1, most of the significant correlations between the quality of attachment
relationships (SAT) and the tendency to trust were positive, i.e. more securely attached children
showed a greater tendency to trust in the play partner’s choice. These relationships were found mainly
when children played with the human, and especially in the youngest age group. For 3-year-olds, all
SAT dimensions (except for avoidance) correlated positively with a greater tendency to trust in the
human, including during the trust loss phase. For 7-year-olds, quality of attachment positively
correlated with the tendency to trust during the trust loss phase.
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For 9-year-olds, the results also showed a positive relationship between trust acquisition and
the SAT sub-dimension of attachment, indicating that more securely attached children tended to
acquire trust quicker. Additionally, among 9- year-olds, there was a positive correlation between the
tendency to trust during the trust loss phase and the SAT sub-dimension of avoidance. This correlation
was also significant across ages.
A positive correlation was finally found between the SAT sub-dimension of attachment and
the tendency to trust in the robot for 3-year-olds during the restoration of trust phase. No significant
correlations were found for 5-year-olds.
Trusting and ToM
The scores on the two ToM tasks were merged into one single score for each level of
complexity (first and second order).
A low level of ToM performance (coded 0) included children who scored 0 (failed) on both
tasks, whereas a high level of performance (coded 1) included children who passed at least one ToM
task at each complexity level. Table 2 reports descriptive data for the ToM tasks.
All correlations found between the tendency to trust and ToM scores were negative. Thus,
greater ToM abilities were associated with a lower tendency to trust, i.e. with a more reflective
tendency to trust. This relationship was independent of the partner’s agency (human or robot) or the
child’s age. The tendency to trust was often significantly correlated with first-order ToM, which was
therefore included as a covariate in the GLM model described above. Finally, a substantial negative
correlation between the tendency to trust and second-order ToM was observed during the acquisition
of trust for children aged 7 years when playing with the human. These statistics are reported in Table
3.
Trusting and Executive Function Skills
Children aged 3 and 5 years were administered the DCCS, which assesses the capacity to
switch between responses (Zelazo, 2006). The same skill was assessed in 7- and 9- year-olds using
the “Developmental NEuroPSYchological Assessment” subtest (NEPSY II; Korkman et al., 2007).
To compare data across age groups, scores were standardized.
Significant age-related positive relationships were found between the ability to switch and the
tendency to trust during the restoration phase among 3-year-olds when playing with the human, r(19)
= 0.49, P < 0.05, and among 7-year-olds when playing with the robot, r(22) = 0.43, P < 0.05.
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Attribution of Mental States
A repeated measures GLM analysis comparing AMS scores between human and robot, with
five levels of state (perceptual, emotions, intentions and desires, imagination, and epistemic) and two
levels of agency (HB and RB) as within-subjects factors, and age group (four levels) as the betweensubjects factor, showed a main effect of state, F(4, 332) = 71.72, P < 0.001, partial- η2
=0.46,δ=1,amaineffectofagency(HB>RB),F(1, 83) = 82.10, P < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.50, δ = 1, an
interaction of state × age group, F(12, 332) = 5.18, P < 0.001, partial- η2 = 0.16, δ = 1, an interaction
of agency × age group, F(3, 83) = 8.66, P < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.24, δ = 0.99, an interaction of state
× agency, F(12, 332) = 19.99, P < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.19, δ = 1, and a three-way interaction between
state, agency, and age group, F(12, 332) = 2.31, P < 0.01, partial-η2 = 0.85, δ = 0.96. This interaction
is represented in Figure 3.
Exploring the three-way interaction, the most consistent difference was for the attribution of

perception (HB > RB), which was significant for all four age groups, P < 0.01. Attribution of
epistemic states was also greater for HB than RB for all age groups, P < 0.01, except 5-year-olds, for
whom there was a trend toward significance, P = 0.07. Attributions of emotion and imagination were
similar for HB and RB among 3- and 5-year-olds, but greater for HB among 7- and 9-year-olds, P <
0.05. Finally, only 9-year-olds ascribed greater intentions and desires to HB than RB, Mdiff = 4.00;
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SE, 0.63; P < 0.001. These post hoc analyses are summarized in Figure 3. Overall, these analyses
confirm that humans and robots are differentiated even by 3-year-olds with respect to perception and
epistemic states with that differentiation spreading to all five states among 9-year-olds.

Discussion
The present study investigated trust dynamics when children aged 3, 5, 7, and 9 years played
a TG in vivo with either a human or a robot partner. Children’s tendency to trust decreased across the
three phases of the game, from acquisition to restoration of trust. Also, 3-year-olds displayed a greater
tendency to trust in both play partners compared to the other age groups, although initially placing
their trust more easily in the human than in the robot. The opposite was observed for the 7-year-olds,
who generally placed more trust in the robot than the human.
To better understand age changes in trust, the results for quality of attachment relationships,
false belief understanding, and executive function skills were examined. It has been previously shown
that children aged 3 and 4 years are likely to endorse information provided by someone who proved
accurate in the past (see also Koenig and Harris, 2005; Pasquini et al., 2007; Harris, 2007). The results
for SAT deepen this observation. Among 3-year-olds, it was found that the SAT sub-dimension of
self-confidence was positively associated with selective trust in the human, probably because these
children’s past relationships were secure, thus increasing the perception of the unfamiliar
experimenter as trustworthy. On the contrary, the robot was an entity with which children had never
had any relational experience, further skewing the youngest children’s trust preference toward the
human. Additionally, it was found that the youngest children – and particularly securely attached
children – showed a tendency to retain trust during the loss of trust phase, confirming a certain
behavioral rigidity as introduced above. However, when realizing that the other was no longer
trustworthy, they switched to trusting the robot more. This result supports the observation that when
very young children’s expectations are betrayed (loss of trust), they are less forgiving than older
children (Harris, 2007); additionally, our findings enrich previous results (Corriveau and Harris,
2009) by further showing that children who are securely attached in infancy are more flexible when
investing their trust.
The development of a fundamental cognitive ability makes a substantial contribution to trust
dynamics in child–robot interaction across all age groups. According to our findings, the development
of ToM appears to temper the relation between quality of attachment relationships and trust, by
introducing into the trust matrix a mentalistic evaluation of the other’s judgment based on an
awareness of her/his/its beliefs. More specifically, children who had developed at least first-order
ToM also knew that the other player did not know the position of the doll, and was therefore an
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unreliable informant. Not by chance, the effect of ToM on trusting behavior was most evident at 3
and 7 years of age, typically marked by the development of increasingly complex levels of ToM.
When children start developing the concept of the other’s mind, they are also able to evaluate whether
the other (either a human or a robot) is trustworthy on the basis of informational access. Preferential
trust in either agent then moderates. The dichotomy found between the younger and older age groups
in the AMS to the robot and the human further helps to delineate the children’s perception of the
robot as a mentalistic agent: For younger children, the robot is perceived as more mentalistically
comparable to the human than for older children. Nevertheless, when younger children decided to
trust a play partner, the affective component prevailed over the more “cool” mentalistic component,
defining the preferred relational target accordingly (i.e. the human). On the other hand, the trust
attributed to the robot by older children may stem from the dominance of a cognitive over an affective
engagement.
In support of agent-specific differences in trusting behavior between 3- and 7-year-olds, the
results also revealed a positive association between the ability to switch and trusting behavior during
the trust restoration phase among children aged 3 and 7 years. Strikingly, and consistent with the data
discussed above, these relations were specific to playing with the human partner for the 3-year-olds,
and to playing with the robot for the 7- year-olds. In general, these correlations indicate that a greater
tendency to recover trust in the other is associated with the development of the ability to switch. The
specificity related to the play partner’s agency further underlines the relevance of the interactive
partner for the child and reflects children’s engagement with one or the other player: 3-year-olds’
selective trust in the human was plausibly influenced by the quality of attachment relationships – as
also evidenced by data on attachment described above; 7-year-olds preferential trust in the robot was
possibly due to an emerging familiarity with artificial devices typical of this age. These results shed
light on previous findings (Lucas et al., 2013) that showed that, compared to false belief
understanding, executive functions skills do not play an essential role in building selective trust in an
informant, at least within specific cultural frames. In this study, executive function skills were found
to play a role, although not during the confidence acquisition phase, but rather during the restoration
of confidence. Here, the child’s ability to switch was possibly required to re-organize information
and re-establish trust in an informant that, during the loss of trust phase, became unreliable. Executive
function skills may then be specifically involved in building trust only under specific conditions,
which had not been empirically assessed so far.
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Conclusion, limitations, and future directions
The present study provided some insight into the dynamics of trust both when relating to a
human and a robot partner. These results highlighted the impact of cognitive development, as well as
children’s attachment history. It was found that cognition and attachment operated separately (given
the absence of a direct correlation between these two dimensions) on the establishment of trust.
Particularly for children aged 3 years, trust appears to be significantly influenced by the affective
dimension of trust, especially when interacting with a human. Interestingly, although securely
attached children exhibited a greater tendency to trust the human, they also shifted their trust more
rapidly in the trust restoration phase with the robot. This may be due to the lack of any affective bond
with the robot and to the child’s cool relational attitude toward it. Effectively, this would render the
robot a more “forgivable” partner.
Also, the development of false belief understanding proved to play a significant role in the
establishment of trusting relationships. In particular, the development of mentalizing abilities enabled
children to reflect rationally on the fact that the other player had exactly the same guessing
opportunities as they did, and was therefore as susceptible to making mistakes as they were. This
moderated the effect of the affective component of trust.
In the present study, the robot proved to be less susceptible to the dynamics associated with
the quality of attachment relationships, and thus became a more stable trusted partner. For this reason,
and particularly for children with fragile affective relational histories who have difficulties with trust,
the robot might fulfill a significant scaffolding role in human–human interaction. However, an
evolution of the robot as a social partner is also to be expected. Therefore, different relational
dynamics may be anticipated, according to which, perhaps, an affective relation history will be
created with this new entity. In this respect, a longitudinal study would further delineate the
development of trust in the robot increasing the robustness of the findings. Also, a larger sample size
would eventually confirm the observed tendencies.
Last, but not least, the findings from this study may inform disciplines such as Developmental
Robotics on how cognitive architectures can be modeled in the robot so as to make it trusting in the
human partner in a “human-like” fashion, as discussed above. This circular behavior would make the
human–robot relationship increasingly ecological and, ultimately, trustful. Starting, for example,
from the architectural model designed by Vinanzi et al. (2019), in which the robots’ trust in an
informant varied as a function ToM, the present findings clearly indicate further psychological factors
that may be integrated in the robot to design the robot’s trust in the human at different developmental
levels. Recent technical and theoretical achievements in the field of social robotics have encouraged
researchers to develop social robots as tutors and learning companions for children (e.g. Movellan et
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al., 2009; Tanaka and Matsuzoe, 2012; Breazeal et al., 2016). Therefore, studying the mechanisms
by which children learn from robots, and vice versa, is of vital importance.
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Abstract
Human relationships involve mutual understanding of behaviour and underlying intentions.
In social communication, understanding intentionality implies knowing whether the other person is
lying or mistaken, i.e., intentionally or unintentionally making false statements. This understanding
is crucial in human relationships and even more important when relationships include non-human
agents, such as robots. The ability to recognize an intention to lie or not represents a significant step
in child development, which is also characterized by the acquisition of a Theory of Mind (ToM). The
present study explored the ability of 5-and 6-year-old children to discriminate between intentionally
and unintentionally false statements made by a human and NAO robot. In addition to supporting
previous findings regarding ToM abilities, these results showed that children with relevant ToM
comprehension are less judgmental of a robot's lies than of a human’s. By implication, young children
tend to view a robot’s behaviour as fundamentally unintentional.
Keywords
Theory of Mind, intentionality understanding, social robot, children
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Introduction
The ability to lie and to recognize behaviour driven by an intention to deceive represents a
significant developmental stage in children, which is also characterized by the acquisition of the
ability to distinguish between one’s own beliefs and those of others, i.e., a Theory of Mind (Wellman,
2020). Classic research on the development of the ability to lie highlighted children’s moral realism
(Piaget, 1932): their tendency to judge facts and responsibilities exclusively according to their
consequences. Thus, children under the age of 6 tend to attribute the quality of a lie to behaviours
that have received a punishment, regardless of whether they were driven by an intention to harm
(Bussey, 1992). Despite the helpful theoretical starting point proposed by Piaget, the years that
followed saw a significant decrease in interest in this area of research. It is only from the 80s onwards
that new research emerged aimed at investigating how, at different ages, children recognize and
differentiate between intentionally false (lies) and unintentionally false (mistaken) statements. This
type of research increased along with interest in understanding the child's ability to attribute
intentionality to the actions of others (Peterson et al.,1983; Wimmer et al., 1984, 1985). For example,
Wimmer et al. (1984) showed that recognition of a lie also depends on the child's ability to attribute
the intention to deceive to the liar. This ability appears to emerge before the age of 6, close to the end
of the period defined by Piaget as moral realism. Indeed, on studies of 4- to 10-year-old children's
judgments of true but intentionally deceptive statements and unintentionally false statements, it was
found that as early as age 4 children become more sensitive to the intentions of the informant, thus
tending to reward according to the truth value of the statement (Wimmer et al., 1984). From this
perspective, the acquisition of false belief understanding and a greater level of sophistication in
Theory of Mind (ToM; Astington et al., 2002; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Castelli et al., 2014; Ding
et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2014; Lee, 2013; Leslie et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2015; Massaro et al., 2013; Polak
& Harris, 1999; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Sullivan et al., 1995; Talwar & Lee, 2002, 2008;
Wellman, 2020; Wimmer & Perner, 1983) is thought to refine children's ability to attribute
intentionality.
There is also interesting evidence regarding the meaning and use that children make of the
word “lie” that children acquire between the ages of 4 and 7 alongside their mastery of other mental
verbs (Wimmer et al., 1984). In support, several authors (Bussey, 1999; Chandler et al.,1989; Evans
& Lee, 2013; Lewis et al., 1989; Peskin, 1992; Polak & Harris, 1999; Talwar & Lee, 2002; Talwar et
al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2003) showed substantial differences in the understanding of lying between
3- and 4-year-olds. From the age of 3, children understand that lying to conceal a transgression
represents an inappropriate behaviour (Lee, 2013; Lyon & Dorado, 2008; Talwar & Lee, 2008), and
can discriminate between intentionally false and unintentionally wrong actions (Siegal & Peterson,
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1996, 1998). By age four, children can also distinguish between intentionally false and
unintentionally mistaken statements (Taylor et al., 2003), but they are not yet able to differentiate
between intentional and unintentional behaviour accurately and thus cannot clearly distinguish
between a lie and a mistake. Supporting these observations, Gilli et al. (2001) found that from 3 to 5
years of age children were increasingly able to correctly distinguish between a lie and a mistake and
that most 4- and 5-year-olds, but not 3-year-olds, evaluate intentional false statements negatively, as
opposed to unintentional mistaken statements. On the other hand, Adenzato and Bucciarelli (2008)
subsequently found less accuracy in the differentiation of lies and mistakes among 4- and 5-yearolds, possibly due to these children’s limited attention and verbal skills and poor mindreading
abilities. However, between the ages of 7 and 11 children can distinguish and correctly name an act
based on an intention to make a false statement compared to an unintentionally mistaken statement
(Adenzato & Bucciarelli, 2008; Burton & Strichartz, 1992; Gilli et al., 1998; see Perner, 1997 for a
review; Strichartz & Burton, 1990; Surian et al., 2002). It has also been shown that the ability to lie
in children between 3 and 8 years of age is related to the development of inhibitory control and
working memory, which are classically assessed by means of the Stroop task (Carlson & Moses,
2001; Talwar & Lee, 2008).

Deception in social robots
Interpersonal relationships are underpinned by fundamental dynamics such as mutual trust.
To be effective, the parties involved in a relationship must be able to trust each other, especially if
the other is an entity whose behavioural processes are opaque (Di Dio et al., 2020a, b; Marchetti et
al., 2020a). As I have seen, understanding whether the other is lying or simply mistaken requires a
grasp of the intention behind the behaviour and a recognition that behaviour can be instigated by
mental states different from our own (Perner & Wimmer, 1985; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; for a
review, see Wellman et al., 2001; Wimmer & Perner, 1983). Importantly, the attribution of a lie or a
mistake to the other presupposes that he or she has intentions of his or her own. From about 1 year of
age, very young children interact with humanoid social robots (HSRs) by treating them (in brief and
very controlled interactions) like intentional agents (Manzi et al., 2020b; Okumura et al., 2013a).
Anthropomorphic robots displaying human-like physical features, the most important of which is a
face, as well as ecological settings promote this inclination (Manzi et al., 2020b; Okumura et al.,
2013b). Nevertheless, as children acquire sociocognitive skills, they increasingly attribute limited
mental states to humanoid robots such as NAO or Robovie. In particular, starting from about 7 years
of age - that is, when children acquire ToM skills that are qualitatively more sophisticated - the gap
between the attribution of mental states to humans and robots becomes more and more substantial
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(Di Dio et al., 2018, 2019, 2020a, 2020b; Manzi et al., 2020c, 2020a; Marchetti et al., 2018). Based
on these assumptions, how do children conceive of the behaviour of a robot making intentionally
false claims? Do they view it in the same way as a lie by a human? No empirical data are currently
available regarding how children discriminate between an “intentionally” false and an
“unintentionally” mistaken statement made by a social robot.
From a conceptual point of view, the research that comes closest to the construct of lie and
mistake is a study that investigated trust-building between children aged from 3 to 9 years and a NAO
robot (Di Dio et al., 2020b). In this study, a situation that can be characterized as “deceptive” was
created in that the child’s partner (either a human or a robot) began to offer incorrect/false information
after having demonstrated some epistemic trustworthiness. In this setting, it was possible to observe
the dynamics of trust restoration after trust loss with respect to both partners (human and robot).
As expected, trust in the partner, independently of whether a human or robot, was substantially
affected by the children’s ToM development. When, after establishing a trusting relationship with the
partner, trust was lost due to systematic mistakes by the partner (deceptive situation), the child regardless of age - took the same amount of time to regain trust in the robot as it did in the human.
Curiously, however, children who had positive human relationships as indexed by a secure
attachment to their primary caregiver, and by being open to new relationships (Chan & Tardif, 2013;
Clément et al., 2004; Harris, 2007; Koenig et al., 2004; Vinanzi et al., 2019), were also those who
tended to regain trust in the robot more quickly than in the human. By implication, the robot's actions
were perceived as unintentional, and its “misleading/deceptive” behaviours were more accepted,
effectively making the robot a more forgivable partner. Accordingly, one may wonder whether the
same “tolerance” characterizes children's evaluation of a robot that makes a false statement, whether
more or less intentional.

Study aims and predictions
The present study investigates the ability of 5- and 6-year-old children to discriminate between
intentionally and unintentionally false statements (i.e., between lies and mistakes) of a human as
compared to a humanoid NAO robot. Children were presented with lie-mistake videos in which the
character (a human or NAO robot) made false statements either intentionally or unintentionally.
Children were also presented with the Attribution of Mental States questionnaire (AMS; Di Dio et
al., 2018, 2019, 2020a, 2020b; Manzi et al., 2017; 2020c) assessing mental state attributions to the
two characters, notably two first-order Theory-of-Mind tasks, and an intentionality task evaluating
children’s ability to understand intentional actions. Also, potential correlates were assessed via the
administration of executive function tasks and two sub-tests of NEPSY II which evaluates language
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abilities. In line with previous findings (e.g., Gilli et al., 2001), Differences in the ability to
discriminate between intentionally and unintentionally false statements were expected to be found as
a function of children’s ToM skills. More specifically, children with first-order ToM understanding
were expected to differentiate more accurately between the two types of false statements, regardless
of the observed agent. Furthermore, in line with previous findings on trust (Di Dio, 2020a, 2020b), a
higher tolerance for intentionally false statements by the robot than by the human was hypothesized.

Method
Participants
One hundred and twelve (112) Italian children were recruited from three kindergartens and
four primary schools in the local area of Milan. Data were analyzed on 87 children (see data analysis
below) aged 5 years (N = 36, 22 female; M= 65.6 months, SD = 2.56), and 6 years (N = 51, 26 female;
M = 74.9 months, SD= 3.21). Parents received a detailed explanation of the experimental procedure,
the tasks, and the materials used during the experiment and gave their written consent. The study was
approved by the Local Ethics Committee (Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan).
Task and Procedure
The children were given the following tests: Lie-Mistake videos; First-Order Theory-of-Mind
tasks; Executive Function tasks (Dimensional Change Card Sort and Day-Night Stroop);
Intentionality Task; Attribution of Mental States questionnaire (AMS); two sub-tests of NEPSY II
(Comprehension of Instructions and Word Generation).
Lie-Mistake videos
Each child watched four videos in which the character (a girl or a boy, matched to the child's
gender, or a NAO robot) intentionally or unintentionally made a false statement, i.e., lied or made a
mistake, respectively (for an example, see Figure 1). The videos were an adapted version taken from
a previous work by Siegal and Peterson (1996, 1998) and Gilli et al. (2001). In the lie situation, the
character (H or R) spread jam on a slice of bread which was then put on a plate. The character then
turned to pick up a napkin and, when turning back to the plate, saw a cockroach on the bread, which
then left the scene. A different human character then entered in the room and asked: “Is the bread
good or not good to eat?". The girl/boy/robot answered: “It is good to eat”, thereby intentionally
making a false statement (lie). In the mistake situation, the character (H or R) who prepared the bread
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did not notice the cockroach on the bread because his/her back was turned. To the question. “Is the
bread good to eat?” the girl/boy/robot answered as follows: “It is good to eat”, thereby unintentionally
making a false statement (mistake). The main sequences are shown in Figure 1. At the end of the
video presentations, the child was asked, with respect to both the lie and mistake situations, the
following questions: 1) “Does the this boy/girl/robot know that the bread is not good to eat?” (control
question); 2) “Did this boy/girl/robot tell a lie or make a mistake?”, randomizing the order of mention
of the lie and mistake options; 3) “Is this boy/girl/robot naughty or not naughty?” 4) “When the
boy/girl who had been told that the bread was good to eat found out that the boy/girl/robot told a lie
or made a mistake, was he/she angry or not angry with him/her?”
These questions probed the following components (numbers refers to the above numbered
questions): 2) Recognition of an intentionally or unintentionally false statement; a score of 1 was
given for the correct answer and 0 for the incorrect answer; 3) Moral evaluation of the behaviour of
the character who had intentionally or unintentionally made a false statement; a score of 1 was
assigned to the correct answer (lie = naughty; mistake = not naughty) and 0 to the incorrect answer
(lie = not naughty; mistake = naughty). 4) Attribution of feeling experienced by the character who
found out that s/he had been (either intentionally or unintentionally) misled, a score of 1 was assigned
to the correct answer (lie = angry; mistake = not angry) and 0 for the incorrect answer (lie = not angry;
mistake = angry). Scores for questions 2 and 3 were subsequently combined to create the variable
“Coherence” (range = 0-2), indicating the coherence between the recognition of the statement given
by the subject (lie or mistake) and the behaviour attributed (naughty or not naughty). The Coherence
variable is from now on referred to as Moral Reasoning since it reflects the appropriateness of the
child's moral evaluation of the condition observed.
The Lie-Mistake videos were preceded by an informational video showing the characters in
the stories (human – H, or robot – R) watching a video about food contamination by a cockroach,
represented as a dirty insect landing on a slice of bread. This informational video was shown to ensure
that children knew that the characters were aware of the negative effects of eating food contaminated
by a dirty insect. About 87% of children responded correctly to the question on food contamination
for all four lie-mistake situations. For those who did not respond correctly (note that children made
errors with respect to no more than one video) the experimenter verbally gave the correct answer and
explicitly justify it. Before the experimental videos, all children were equally aware of the negative
effects of food contamination.
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Figure 1. Main sequences of the Lie-Mistake videos for the human and robot conditions. 1) The
human (male or female) and the robot are preparing the bread with jam; 2) Lie and Mistake situations,
in which the character does not see (mistake) or sees (lie) the beetle on the bread; 3) concluding scene,
in which a person enters the room and asks if the bread is good or not good to eat.
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Theory of Mind (ToM)
To evaluate children’s first-order ToM and their understanding of false beliefs, the following
tasks were administered: the Unexpected Transfer task (Wimmer & Perner, 1983) and the Unexpected
Content task (Perner & Wimmer, 1985). For both tasks, a story is read to the child. In the Unexpected
Transfer task, the child is shown two characters (A and B), a ball, a box and a basket, all present in
the same room. Character A puts the ball in a box and leaves the room. Character B, after character
A leaves the room, takes the ball from the box and puts it in the basket. Thus, the experimenter asks
the child a series of questions about what happened, as follows: (i) false belief question “Where is
the first place where A will look for his ball?”; (ii) memory question “Where did character A put the
ball before leaving the room?”; (iii) reality question “Where is the ball really located?”.
In the Unexpected Content task, the child is shown a wax crayons box and asked (i) a reality
question “Look at this, what’s in here? Let's open the box and look inside”. The experimenter then
opens the box and shows that inside there is a puppet. Then puts the puppet back in the box and asks
the child (ii) a question about the child’s belief “What’s in the box?”. Finally, the child is shown a
second character X, and asked (iii) the question about first-order false belief, i.e. “When X sees the
box for the first time, what will he think is inside?”, and (iv) a memory question “Before opening the
box what had you told me was inside it?”. If the child does not answer, the question can be repeated.
Provided the control questions (reality and memory) were answered correctly, the test question
relating to false beliefs was scored 1 if answered correctly and 0 if answered not correctly. For the
correlational analysis (see below), a conservative approach was adopted: children’s scores on the two
ToM tasks were combined. More specifically, children who passed both tests scored 1, whereas those
who failed either 1 or both tasks scored 0. Given this scoring system, 59% of children passed both
first-order false belief tasks, and 41% of children failed.
Executive Function skills (EF)
To evaluate the development of Executive Function skills (FE), the following tasks were
administered: Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS; Traverso & De Franchis, 2014; Zelazo, 2006)
to assess the capacity to switch responses, and Day-Night Stroop (DNS; Gerstadt et al., 1994) to
evaluate the ability to inhibit distractor stimuli or irrelevant information (Carlson & Moses, 2001). In
DCCS the child has to classify a series of cards, representing red rabbits and blue boats, in three
different test phases with an increasing degree of complexity. The child is required to classify the
cards shown to him/her by placing them in two boxes with target cards depicting a blue rabbit and a
red boat. In the first phase, the child should order the cards by colour, in the second phase by shape
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and in the third phase by colour if the card has a black border and by shape if there is no border. Each
test is given a score of 1 if passed and 0 if not passed. The total score is the sum of the three tests
(range 0-3).
The DNS involves the administration of 16 cards, divided into two series. In the first, the cards
depict a chessboard and an X, and in the second series, the sun and the moon In the first phase, the
child is to answer "day" when s/he is shown the card with an X and "night" when s/he is shown the
card with the chessboard. This phase represents the control test. In the second phase, the answer “day”
corresponds to the card with the moon and the answer “night” to the card with the sun. The total score
is calculated as the difference between the second and the first test (range –16-0).
Intentionality Understanding Task
To evaluate children’s comprehension of intentionality, the Intentionality Understanding (IU)
task (Astington, 1998) was administered. The task measures children’s comprehension of
intentionality from a linguistic perspective. Children are asked to closely observe two pictures, A and
B presented at the same time, for a total of seven trials except for the information task, and then a
specific question about the pictures. The questions refer to intentional states underpinning the action
of the depicted subject. For example, “Which little girl wants to play with the sand?”. In this example,
picture A depicted a little girl who is about to go and play with the sand (correct choice), while picture
B depicted a little girl who is already playing. Correct answers were scored 1, while wrong answers
were scored 0. The total score represents the sum of all answers (range 0-7).
Attribution of Mental States questionnaire (AMS)
The Attribution of Mental States (AMS) questionnaire measures the mental states attributed
by the child to specific characters depicted by an image, here either a human or NAO robot (the
human character was matched to the child’s gender). The scale is an ad-hoc questionnaire that was
based on the questionnaire described in Martini and colleagues (2016) and aims to assess children’s
perception of the partner (H or R) in mental terms. AMS has been used in previous works with
children (Di Dio et al., 2019, 2020a, b; Manzi et al., 2017, 2020c). Children are asked 25 questions
grouped into five different state-categories: Emotions, Desires and Intentions, Imaginative,
Epistemic, and Sensory. For example, within the Epistemic category, a question would be “Do you
think that s/he/it can decide?”. The child was invited to respond “Yes” or “No” to each question. If
the answer was “Yes”, then the experimenter asked a follow up question: “How much? A little bit or
very much?”, resulting in a 3-point scale. So, for example, to the question: “Do you think that s/he/it
can understand?”, the range of answers could be “No” (0), “Yes, a little bit” (1), or “Yes, very much”
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(2). The total score was the sum of all answers (range = 0-50); the five partial scores were the sum of
the answers within each category (score range = 0-10).
Language abilities
To evaluate language abilities, two sub-tests of NEPSY II were used: 1) Comprehension of
Instructions (age 3–16 years), assessing the ability to perceive, process and execute verbal
instructions with an increasing level of semantic complexity. The total score is the sum of all correct
answers (range = 0-33). 2) Word Generation (age 3-16 years) assessing the child’s ability to generate
words within specific semantic and phonological categories. In this study, for the Word Generation
test, the child was given the semantic category (item 1 concerning animals; item 2 concerning foods
that can be eaten or drunk) and asked to produce as many words as possible in 60 seconds. The final
score is given by the sum of the number of words not repeated for items 1 and 2; the score obtained
refers to the total semantic score (NEPSY II; Korkman et al., 2007).
Procedure
Children were examined individually in a room in their kindergarten or primary school; the
environment was quiet and suitable for testing. Children were assessed in two different sessions on
different days. The second assessment took place about 10 days after the first. The two assessment
phases lasted about 30-35 minutes. Each session was conducted by the researchers both in the
morning and in the afternoon, always during school time. The following tests were administered in
the first session: Lie-Mistake videos, a first-order ToM test, two sub-tests of NEPSY II and the AMS
questionnaire. During the second session, the following tests were administered: Lie-Mistake videos,
a different first-order ToM test, two Executive Functions tests, and the AMS questionnaire, which
was always administered at the end of the assessment phase, once asking for attribution of mental
stated to the human and once to the robot. The administration order of the AMS was randomized
between sessions and across participants. In both sessions, the two Lie-Mistake videos were presented
as the first task. As for the AMS, the presentation order of the Lie-Mistake videos (one involving the
lie situation and one involving the mistake situation) and the two first-order ToM tasks (Unexpected
Transfer and Unexpected Content) were randomized between sessions and across participants. In the
first session, before the trials were administered, the researcher spent a few minutes with the tested
child to become familiar to her/him.
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Data analysis
Twenty-five children were removed from the data analysis because they did not complete the
protocol (e.g., were not available for the second assessment or struggled to complete a whole session).
In total, data for 87 children were analyzed
To assess children’s recognition of an intentionally or unintentionally false statement (lie,
mistake), their associated moral evaluation (naughty, not naughty), and their understanding of
emotional impact on the deceived character in the lie-mistake tasks (angry, not angry), nonparametric analyses (Sign-test; McNemars) were conducted. Additionally, a repeated measures GLM
analysis was carried out to evaluate potential coherence between children’s recognition of a lie or
mistake and the related moral evaluation (i.e., lie = naughty; mistake = not naughty) as a function of
agent (human, robot) and ToM group (failed, passed). For the GLM analysis, the Greenhouse-Geisser
correction was used for violations of Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, p<.05. All post-hoc comparisons
were Bonferroni corrected.
Finally, to investigate factors associated with children’s ability to make an appropriate moral
evaluation of the characters in the lie-mistake task, Pearson’s correlation analyses were carried out
between the variable coherence in the lie-mistake task and language abilities, executive function
skills, intentionality understanding, ToM acquisition, and the attribution of mental states to the human
and robot (AMS).

Results
Lie-mistake video task
As shown in Table 1, test distributions revealed that children who had not acquired a firstorder ToM competence failed to: (i) reliably discriminate between lies and mistakes; (ii) make an
appropriate moral evaluation; and (iii) attribute the appropriate emotion to the misled character (lieangry, mistake-not angry). This was independent of whether the scenario presented a misleading
human or robot. On the other hand, children who had acquired a first-order ToM competence were
able to correctly discriminate at above chance levels between both a lie and mistake for the human,
and only the mistake for the robot. Also, children with ToM skills were able to correctly reason about
the naughtiness of the action carried out by both the human and the robot, but only for the mistake
situation, where behaviour was correctly evaluated as not naughty above chance level. On the other
hand, the lie was judged naughty at a random level also by the ToM group. The attribution of emotion
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to the misled character in response to the intentional or unintentional statement was random for both
human and robot.
These data show that, while no-ToM children responded randomly in all conditions, ToM
children, who were generally more accurate, struggled to attribute a lie to the robot. In support of this
conclusion, direct human-robot comparisons (McNemar test) showed that children in the ToM group
recognized the lie better in humans than in robots (65% vs 45%, p<.01) and made a more appropriate
moral evaluation in the lie situation (lie-naughty) for humans than for robots (61% vs 43%, p<.01);
that is, when judging the robot the lie was sometimes judged to be a mistake and therefore not judged
so severely in moral terms.

Table 1. Percentage of children who correctly responded to the lie-mistake questions in the human (H) and
robot (R) conditions. ToM_F: children who failed the first-level ToM tasks (N=36); ToM_P: children who
passed the first-level ToM tasks (N=51). *p<.05; **p<.01, two-tailed binomial test, assuming a 50% chance
level of success. In bold are the significant differences between ToM_F and ToM_P, chi-square asymptotic
significance (two-tailed).
Lie situation
Question Type
1. Labelling lie or mistake correctly
(recognition)
2. Naughty lie/not naughty mistake
(moral evaluation of behaviour)
3. Angry lie, not angry mistake
(emotion)

Mistake situation

H

R

H

R

ToM_F ToM_P

ToM_F ToM_P

ToM_F ToM_P

ToM_F ToM_P

58

65*

50

45

50

69**

53

75**

33

61

42

43

56

71**

64

69**

56

63

56

53

47

57

47

55

The above conclusions should be reflected in greater coherence between lie-mistake
recognition and the moral evaluation of behaviour for humans as compared to the robot, which was
often judged as not naughty in the lie situation. Also, greater coherence should be found in the mistake
scenario compared to the lie scenario, in which both agents were correctly judged as not naughty.
This was assessed through a GLM analysis that included 2 levels of situation (lie, mistake), two levels
of agent (human, robot) as within-subject factors, and ToM group (failed, passed) as a betweensubject factor. The dependent variable was the level of consistency between lie-mistake recognition
and moral evaluation of the deceiver's behaviour (score range = 0-2).
The results showed a main effect of ToM group, F(1,85) = 242, p < .05, partial-η2 = .15, δ =
.97, indicating, as expected, that children who passed the ToM tasks were generally more coherent
than those who failed. There was also a main effect of condition (mistake > lie), F(1,85) = 4.23, p <
.05, partial-η2 = .05, δ = .53, and an interaction of agent*ToM group, F(1,85) = 4.99, p < .05, partial-
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η2 = .06, δ = .6. As predicted, the main effect revealed that children were more coherent in the mistake
as compared to the lie situation. The interaction further outlined that children with a ToM competence,
who were generally more coherent in both lie-mistake situations than children who failed the ToM
tasks, Mdiff = .26, SE =. 07, p<.001, were particularly coherent with respect to the human rather than
the robot condition, Mdiff = .1, SE = .05, p<.05. This interaction is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Line graph showing differences between children who had or had not acquired a first-level ToM
competence in coherence between lie-mistake recognition and moral evaluation (averaged across the lie and
mistake situations) with respect to the human and robot. The error bars represent the standard error of the
mean. Significant differences were found between ToM and no ToM children, particularly in the human
condition.

Correlations
To further investigate factors potentially associated with children’s ability to make an
appropriate moral evaluation of the characters’ statements in the lie-mistake tasks, correlation
analyses were carried out between the variable coherence in the lie-mistake task (i.e., lie-naughty;
mistake-not naughty) and language abilities, executive function skills, intentionality understanding,
and ToM acquisition. As shown in Table 2, the correlation analysis revealed that for children who
failed the ToM tasks, coherence in the mistake situation for the human positively correlated with
comprehension abilities as well as the ability to attribute intentionality. Also, for children with ToM
competence, a positive correlation was found between intentionality understanding and coherence in
the mistake situation in the robot condition. No associations were found with respect to executive
function skills.
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Table 2: Overall Correlations. Pearson’s correlations for coherence between the recognition of an
intentionally or unintentionally false statement and moral evaluation of behaviour, and language abilities
(Verbal Comprehension, Word Generation), executive function skills (Day-Night Stroop - DNS, Dimensional
Change Card Sort - DCCS), and Intentionality understanding, for the two ToM groups. *Correlation is
significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed); ** correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
H_Lie_
Coherence

R_Lie_
Coherence

H_Mistake_
Coherence

R_Mistake_
Coherence

No_ToM

ToM

No_ToM

ToM

No_ToM

ToM

No_ToM

ToM

-0.17

0.13

-0.11

-0.08

.467**

0.12

0.13

0.16

-0.32

-0.23

-0.07

-0.07

0.28

-.22

-0.01

-0.08

DNS

-0.10

-0.12

0.18

0.04

-0.05

0.05

-0.13

0.09

DCCS

-0.02

-0.03

0.24

-0.03

0.21

0.13

0.14

0.00

Intentionality
Understanding

-0.07

-0.09

0.03

-0.27

.454**

0.25

0.01

.303*

36

51

36

51

36

51

36

51

Verbal
Comprehension
Word Generation

N

Attribution of Mental States
To evaluate differences in the attribution of mental states (AMS) between human and robots
by children who had or had not acquired first-order ToM, a GLM analysis showed a main effect of
agent (H>R), F(1,85) = 51.025, p = .000,
F(4,85) = 14.821, p = .000,

partialη

2

partialη

2

= .375, δ = 1, and an interaction of agent*states,

= .148, δ = 1. No differences were found between ToM groups

(p>.05). These data indicate that although the robot was generally given lower scores than the human
for all state dimensions, a significant difference was only observed for sensory attribution Mdiff = .1,
SE=.05, p<.05, (Figure 3)
Finally, when correlating the lie-mistake coherence scores for the human and robot with the
relative attribution of mental states (AMS), a positive correlation was found between children’s
coherence in the mistake situation (mistake-not naughty) for the human and the human’s epistemic
and sensory states. No other significant associations were found (Table 3).
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Figure 3. AMS mean scores for the human (black bar) and the robot (line bar) as a function of state
(Emotions, Desires and Intentions, Imaginative, Epistemic, Sensory).

*

Table 3. Pearson’s correlations between AMS dimensions and children’s coherence scores (lie-naughty;
mistake-not naughty) in the lie-mistake tasks for the human and robot conditions. ** correlation is significant
at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
HUMAN
AMS

ROBOT

Lie_Naughty

Mistake_NotNaughty

Lie_Naughty

Mistake_NotNaughty

Emotions

-0.063

0.21

-0.119

0.045

Intention&Desire

-0.192

0.061

-0.131

0.08

Imaginative

-0.125

0.119

0.026

-0.12

Epistemic

-0.17

0.216*

-0.164

0.025

Sensory

-0.082

0.221*

-0.112

-0.08

87

87

87

87

N

Discussion
In this study, it was investigated the comprehension of the distinction between an intentionally
false statement (lie) and an unintentionally false statement (mistake) by 5- and 6-year-old children
with respect to a human and NAO robot, as well as the moral evaluation of an intentionally or
unintentionally false statement. In general, the results revealed a difference in the ability to
appropriately discriminate a lie from a mistake between children who had acquired a first-order ToM
competence and those who had not, i.e., those who made random judgments in all lie-mistake
conditions, both for the human and the robot. On the other hand, children who had acquired a ToM
competence were able to correctly discriminate between a lie and a mistake for the human, but
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struggled in attributing a lie to the robot. Consequently, the robot’s behaviour was judged as not
particularly bad in the lie situation. Additionally, regardless of their acquisition of a ToM competence,
children failed in the attribution of an appropriate feeling to the deceived character (angry, not angry).
These results were related to children’s understanding of intentionality and to their verbal
comprehension, but not to their executive function skills.
More specifically, the results of the present study showed that children who failed the firstorder ToM tasks could not correctly distinguish between an intentionally or unintentionally false
statement for both the human and the robot. This is in line with previous findings (e.g., Gilli et al.,
2001; Wimmer et al., 1984) suggesting that a genuine conceptualization of lies and mistakes requires
children to have acquired a ToM competence that includes an understanding not just of intentionality
with respect to an action – an understanding that is acquired by age 3 (Lee, 2013; Lyon & Dorado,
2008; Siegal & Peterson, 1996, 1998; Talwar & Lee, 2008) – but also of intentionality with respect
to a statement, an understanding that is acquired between 4 and 6 years (Adenzano & Bucciarelli,
2008; Gilli et al., 2001; Strichartz & Burton, 1990; Surian, 2008; Taylor et al., 2003). The acquisition
of a ToM enabling the understanding of intentions beyond actions and statements presumably
encompasses both levels of understanding. This was highlighted by correlational findings whereby
greater coherence in correctly assessing the moral value of an unintentionally false statement
(mistake-not naughty) made by a human was positively related, in no-ToM group, to both verbal
comprehension and intentionality understanding. Specificity for the mistake situation may actually
entail more complex reasoning abilities than a lie situation because understanding a non-intentional
false statement requires not only grasping the concept of intentionality, but also some mental
reversibility skills that, according to Piaget, develop from about age 6-7 (Piaget, 1932). Additionally,
at this age, intentionality understanding and verbal competence appear to play a greater role than
executive function skills in the recognition of a lie and a mistake. In fact, contrary to previous findings
(Carlson & Moses, 2001; Talwar & Lee, 2008), these data showed no substantial correlation between
children’s executive function skills and performance in the lie-mistake tasks.
The picture changes with the emergence of first-order ToM skills. Children who had acquired
a first-order ToM generally performed above chance in recognizing a mistake and attributing a moral
value (not naughty) to the deceiver’s behaviour. This was true for both the human and the robot.
Interestingly, though, while these children correctly attributed a lie to the human in the lie situation,
they were not so good at recognizing the lie in the robot condition. That is, ToM children failed to
correctly attribute a lie to the robot when it made an intentional false statement. As a consequence,
the moral evaluation of the robot’s intentional deceiving behaviour was also inappropriate, because
children often regarded the “lying” robot as not naughty. Supporting these observations, it was found
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greater coherence between lie-mistake recognition and the moral evaluation of behaviour for the
humans as compared to the robot, which was at times judged as not naughty in the lie situation.
Furthermore, as compared to non-ToM children, ToM children showed greater consistency between
judgments of lies and mistakes and their moral evaluation - echoing the observations above - and less
consistency for the robot than the human. It is noteworthy in this respect that there was a positive
correlation between intentionality understanding skills and coherence in the mistake situation
specifically for the robot. That is, among children who had acquired a first-order ToM, those who
developed a higher level of intentionality understanding were also those who showed a better grasp
of the concept of mistake, thus generalizing this concept also to the behaviour of the robot.
These results are largely in line with data on the attribution of mental states to the human and
robot. Although children attributed greater mental competence to the human than the robot on all
state-dimensions (emotions, desires and intentions, imaginative, epistemic, sensory), the robot
significantly differed from the human only in the sensory dimension. This indicates that, in mental
terms, the robot was perceived by the 5-6-year-olds in a rather anthropomorphic fashion, which may
account for the fact that children responded to the lie-mistake situations in a very similar way for the
human and the robot. A similar result was also found in a study by Di Dio et al. (2020b) where 5year-old children interacting with the NAO robot in vivo essentially discriminated between the human
and the robot on the sensory dimension. Placing the robot in a scenario where it exhibits complex
behaviour can facilitate the perception of a robotic entity as a human-like entity, even though it is
seen as different in nature, as demonstrated by significant differences in the perceptual/sensory
domain. This is particularly so for young children because results in interactive situations with the
robot show that with age children tend to discriminate between humans and robots in terms of mental
states, with robots being significantly downgraded (Di Dio et al., 2020a,b; Manzi et al., 2020c).
Nevertheless, children treated the robot as an agent that is not really capable of lying. That is,
in contrast to the human, the robot cannot “intentionally” harm. The resistance of ToM children to
attributing a lie to the robot and, consequently considering it as less “naughty” than the human
exhibiting exactly the same behaviour, parallels findings in the study by Di Dio et al. (2020b). In that
study which investigated the development of trust between children aged 3 to 10 years and the robot
NAO, children, particularly those with a secure attachment, regained trust in the robot more easily
than in the human after trust had been betrayed. In other words, the robot was regarded as more
“forgivable” than the human. In that study, as in the present one, children’s attitude toward robot
misbehaviour seems to be more tolerant perhaps precisely because the robot is viewed as a different
entity created by humans and, as such, cannot be programmed to be intentionally deceptive or cause
harm. It is also interesting to note that in a study that compared the attribution of mental states to the
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NAO and Robovie robots – the former being more physically anthropomorphic, and the latter more
mechanical (though anthropomorphized) – young children tended to attribute only positive emotional
qualities to the NAO robot, as if it could not experience negative emotional states, such as anger
(Manzi et al., 2020c). Arguably, this positive stance toward the NAO robot may also have contributed
to its characterization as an entity that cannot lie.
Finally, these data showed that children were not significantly able to attribute an appropriate
emotion to the misled character (lie-angry; mistake-not angry). When they were asked whether the
misled character was angry children responded randomly with respect to both the human and the
robot. This result is not surprising because the question, “When the boy/girl who has been told that
bread was good to eat found out that the boy/girl/robot told a lie or made a mistake, was he/she angry
or not angry with him/her” requires the child to reason at a higher level of ToM competence, of the
type “I think that s/he thinks that..” This second-level ToM competence develops around the age of
7 (Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Wimmer & Perner, 1983), thereby explaining why children in our
study failed to correctly respond to this question.

Concluding remarks, some considerations and limitations
This study investigated 5- and 6-year-old children’s understanding of the distinction between
an intentionally false statement (a lie) and an unintentionally false statement (a mistake) by a human
and the NAO robot, as well as the relevant moral evaluation. These data show that the ability to
understand an agent intentionality and the acquisition of first-order ToM allow children to grasp the
concepts of lie and mistake and, thus, to accurately distinguish between intentionally and
unintentionally false statements. Moreover, with the acquisition of a more refined mentalistic ability,
children can make a more cogent moral evaluation of a lie and mistake (lie = naughty, mistake = not
naughty). However, although children who had acquired a first-order ToM competence were
generally more accurate in their answers regarding human lie-mistake situations than children who
had not, they nonetheless responded randomly both when attributing a lie to the robot and when
making a relevant moral evaluation. Assuming that the appropriate attributions by these children to a
human demonstrate an understanding of intentionality, their failure to attribute a lie to the robot
suggests that, to some extent, these children do not attribute fully intentional behaviour to the robot.
The robot’s behaviour is more acceptable than that of a human because its actions are somehow
outside of its will. For example, its actions could be attributed to someone who programmed it to act
in a specific way, such as being “naughty” and intentionally making false statements. This
observation is quite relevant when considering settings, such as educational or clinical ones, where
robots are increasingly involved in children’s daily activities (Marchetti, et al., 2020b). In line with
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previous findings, these findings show that, under specific conditions, robots can potentially be
associated with the concept of human by young children, as also demonstrated by the AMS results;
however, when children interact with robots adopting an educational or even a health-care role, one
should keep in mind that an intentionally false statement made a robot may be misjudged.
The present study also produced some notable findings with respect to the concepts of lies
and mistakes per se. ToM children were more accurate in their attribution of a mistake than a lie, and
this may reflect a tendency to favor, from a psychological perspective, the making of mistakes. In
fact, mistakes may not carry particularly serious consequences for the person who makes them. For
example, a caregiver or an educator will not reprimand a child who has damaged something
unintentionally. By contrast, lying is more significant in the child’s mind because it carries with it
negative consequences, such as punishment and/or weighty emotional and moral costs. In fact, in
everyday life, intentionally bad actions are significantly more verbally remarked upon and
acknowledged than mistakes, which are often overlooked or forgiven.
This study also has important implications for the design and use of applications on childrobot interaction, such as with robot tutors and education (Belpaeme et al. 2018). The literature on
robot tutors has for example looked at different roles for the robot: from a robot “teacher” (i.e. one
robot leading a class of children) to a robot “tutor” (one-to-one education interaction between a child
learner and a robot knowledgeable of the subject) to robot “peer” (one-to-one where the child has to
learn by teaching a novice robot) (Alnajjar et al., 2021). The transparent design of the robot’s
capability to make, or not, a mistake will have implications on the child’s learning process and the
efficacy of the learning process. This is also linked to the design of trustworthy behaviour in robots
(Di Dio et al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b; Manzi et al., 2020b).
Two limitations of this study should be acknowledged: First, only one robot (the NAO robot)
was used, and second the lie-mistake situations were presented in a video format. Future studies could
therefore include different types of anthropomorphic robots in order to better assess the attribution of
intentional or unintentional false statements (lies, mistakes) to agents with a range of different
anthropomorphic features (e.g., NAO robot vs. Robovie robot) in real situations.
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Abstract
Recent technological developments in robotics has driven the design and production of
different humanoid robots. Several studies have highlighted that the presence of human- like physical
features could lead both adults and children to anthropomorphize the robots. The present study aimed
to compare the attribution of mental states to two humanoid robots, NAO and Robovie, which differed
in the degree of anthropomorphism. Children aged 5, 7, and 9 years were required to attribute mental
states to the NAO robot, which presents more human-like characteristics compared to the Robovie
robot, whose physical features look more mechanical. The results on mental state attribution as a
function of children’s age and robot type showed that 5-year-olds have a greater tendency to
anthropomorphize robots than older children, regardless of the type of robot. Moreover, the findings
revealed that, although children aged 7 and 9 years attributed a certain degree of human-like mental
features to both robots, they attributed greater mental states to NAO than Robovie compared to
younger children. These results generally show that children tend to anthropomorphize humanoid
robots that also present some mechanical characteristics, such as Robovie. Nevertheless, age-related
differences showed that they should be endowed with physical characteristics closely resembling
human ones to increase older children’s perception of human likeness. These findings have important
implications for the design of robots, which also needs to consider the user’s target age, as well as for
the generalizability issue of research findings that are commonly associated with the use of specific
types of robots.
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Introduction
Currently, we are witnessing an increasing deployment of social robots (Bartneck and
Forlizzi, 2004) in various contexts, from occupational to clinical to educational (Murashov et al.,
2016; Belpaeme et al., 2018; Marchetti et al., in press). Humanoid social robots (HSRs), in particular,
have proven to be effective social partners, possibly due to their physical human likeness (Dario et
al., 2001). Humanoid social robots can vary in the degree of their anthropomorphic physical
characteristics, often depending on the target user (children, adults, elderly, students, clinical
populations, etc.) and the context (household, education, commercial, and rehabilitation). For
example, the humanoid KASPAR robot that resembles a young child (with face, arms and hands, legs
and feet), was specifically built for children with autism spectrum disorder (Dautenhahn et al., 2009;
Wainer et al., 2014). In other instances, however, the same HSRs are used both for different purposes
and different populations, like the NAO robot, which is largely used both with clinical and nonclinical populations (Shamsuddin et al., 2012; Mubin et al., 2013; Begum et al., 2016; Belpaeme et
al., 2018), or the Robovie robot, that is employed both with adults and children (Shiomi et al., 2006;
Kahn et al., 2012). A recent review of the literature by Marchetti et al. (2018) showed that different
physical characteristics of HSRs may significantly affect the quality of interaction between humans
and robots at different ages. The construction of robots that integrate and expand the specific
biological abilities of our species led to two different directions in robotic development based on
different, though related, theoretical perspectives: developmental cybernetics (DC; Itakura, 2008;
Itakura et al., 2008; Moriguchi et al., 2011; Kannegiesser et al., 2015; Okanda et al., 2018; Di Dio et
al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Manzi et al., 2020a) and developmental robotics (DR; De La Cruz et al.,
2014; Cangelosi and Schlesinger, 2015, 2018; Lyon et al., 2016; Morse and Cangelosi, 2017; Vinanzi
et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2019; Di Dio et al., 2020a,b). The first perspective (DC) consists of creating
a human-like system, by simulating human psychological processes and prosthetic functions in the
robot (enhancing the function and lifestyle of persons) to observe people’s behavioral response
toward the robot. The second perspective (DR) is related to the development of cognitive neural
networks in the robot that would allow it to autonomously gain sensorimotor and mental capabilities
with growing complexity, starting from intricate evolutionary principles. From these premises, the
next two paragraphs briefly outline current findings concerning the effect that physical features of
the HSRs have on human perception, thus outlining the phenomenon of anthropomorphism, and a
recent methodology devised to measure it.
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Anthropomorphism
Anthropomorphism is a widely observed phenomenon in human – robot interaction (HRI;
Fink et al., 2012; Airenti, 2015; Złotowski et al., 2015), and it is also greatly considered in the design
of robots (Dario et al., 2001; Kiesler et al., 2008; Bartneck et al., 2009; Sharkey and Sharkey, 2011;
Zanatto et al., 2016, 2020). In psychological terms, anthropomorphism is the tendency to attribute
human characteristics, physical and/or psychological, to non-human agents (Duffy, 2003; Epley et
al., 2007). Several studies have shown that humans may perceive non-anthropomorphic robots as
anthropomorphic, such as Roomba (a vacuum cleaner with a semi-autonomous system; Fink et al.,
2012). Although anthropomorphism seems to be a widespread phenomenon, the attribution of human
traits to anthropomorphic robots is significantly greater compared to non-anthropomorphic robots. A
study by Krach et al. (2008) compared four different agents (computer, functional robot,
anthropomorphic robot, and human confederate) in a Prisoner’s Dilemma Game, and showed that the
more the interactive partner displayed human-like characteristics, the more the participants
appreciated the interaction and ascribed intelligence to the game partner. What characteristics of
anthropomorphic robots (i.e., the HSRs) increase the perception of anthropomorphism? The HSRs
can elicit the perception of anthropomorphism mainly at two levels: physical and behavioral
(Marchetti et al., 2018). Working on the physical level is clearly easier than on intrinsic psychological
features, and – although anthropomorphic physical features of robots are not the only answer to
enhance the quality of interactions with humans – the implementation of these characteristics can
positively affect HRIs (Duffy, 2003; for a review see Marchetti et al., 2018). It should be stated,
however, that extreme human-likeness can result in the known uncanny valley effect, according to
which HRIs are negatively influenced by robots that are too similar to the human (Mori, 1970;
MacDorman and Ishiguro, 2006; Mori et al., 2012). Thus, the HSRs’ appearance represents an
important social affordance for HRIs, as further demonstrated by the psychological research on racial
and disability prejudice (Todd et al., 2011; Macdonald et al., 2017; Sarti et al., 2019; Manzi et al.,
2020b). The anthropomorphic features of the HSRs can increase humans’ perception of humanness,
such as mind attribution and personality, and influence other psychological mechanisms and
processes (Kiesler and Goetz, 2002; MacDorman et al., 2005; Powers and Kiesler, 2006; Bartneck et
al., 2008; Broadbent et al., 2013; Złotowski et al., 2015; Marchetti et al., 2020).
The study of the design of physical characteristics of the HSRs and their classification has
been already investigated in HRI, but not systematically. A pioneering study by DiSalvo et al. (2002)
explored the perception of humanness using 48 images of different heads of HSRs, and showed that
three features are particularly important for the robot’s design: the nose, eyes, and mouth.
Furthermore, a study by Duffy (2003) categorized different robots’ head in a diagram composed of
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three extremities: “human head” (as-close-as-possible to a human head), “iconic head” (a very
minimum set of features) and “abstract head” (a more mechanistic design with minimal human-like
aesthetics). Also, in this instance, human likeness was associated with greater mental abilities.
Furthermore, a study by MacDorman (2006) analyzed the categorization of 14 types of robots (mainly
androids and humanoids) in adults. It was shown that humanoid robots displaying some mechanical
characteristics – such as the Robovie robot – were classified average on a “humanness” scale and
rated lower on the uncanny valley scale. Recent studies compared one of the most widely used HSRs,
the NAO robot, with different types of robots. It was shown that the NAO robot is perceived less
human-like than an android – which is a highly anthropomorphic robot in both appearance and
behavior (Broadbent, 2017)-, but more anthropomorphic than a mechanical robot, i.e., the Baxter
robot (Yogeeswaran et al., 2016; Zanatto et al., 2019). However, there were no differences in
perceived ability to perform physical and mental tasks between NAO and the android (Yogeeswaran
et al., 2016), indicating that human-likeness (and not “human-exactness”) is sufficient to trigger the
attribution of psychological features to a robot. In addition, a database has recently been created that
collects more than 200 HSRs classified according to their level of human likeness (Phillips et al.,
2018). In this study the NAO robot was classified with a score of about 45/100, in particular thanks
to the characteristics of its face and body. Robovie and other similar robots were classified with a
score ranging between 27 and 31/100, deriving mainly from body characteristics. These findings
corroborate the hypothesis that NAO and Robovie are two HSRs with different levels of humanlikeness due to their physical anthropomorphic features.
The interest in observing the effect of different physical characteristics of robots in terms of
attribution of intentions, understanding, and emotions has also been investigated in children (Bumby
and Dautenhahn, 1999; Woods et al., 2004; Woods, 2006). In particular, a study by Woods (2006),
comparing 40 different robots, revealed that children experience greater discomfort with robots that
look too similar to humans, favoring robots with mixed human-mechanical characteristics. These
results were confirmed in a recent study by Tung (2016) showing that children preferred robots with
not too many human-like features over robots with many human characteristics. Overall, these results
suggested that an anthropomorphic design of HSRs may increase children’s preference toward them.
Still, an excessive implementation of human features can negatively affect the attribution of positive
qualities to the robot, again in line with the Uncanny Valley effect above.
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Attribution of Mental States
Different scales were developed to measure psychological anthropomorphism toward robots
in adults. These scales typically assess attribution of intelligence, personality and emotions, only to
mention a few. In particular, the attribution of internal states to the robot, i.e., to have a mind, is
widely used and very promising in HRI (Broadbent et al., 2013; Stafford et al., 2014).
In psychology, the ability to ascribe mental states to others is defined as the Theory of Mind
(ToM). Theory of mind is the ability to understand one’s own and others’ mental states (intentions,
emotions, desires, beliefs), and to predict and interpret one’s own and others’ behaviors on the basis
of such meta-representation (Premack and Woodruff, 1978; Wimmer and Perner, 1983; Perner and
Wimmer, 1985). Theory of mind abilities develop around four years of age, becoming more
sophisticated with development (Wellman et al., 2001). Theory of mind is active not only during
humans’ relationships but also during interactions with robots (for a review, see Marchetti et al.,
2018). Recent studies have shown that adults tend to ascribe greater mental abilities to robots that
have a human appearance (Hackel et al., 2014; Martini et al., 2016). This tendency to attribute human
mental states to robots was also observed in children. Generally, children are inclined to
anthropomorphize robots by attributing psychological and biological characteristics to them
(Katayama et al., 2010; Okanda et al., 2019). Still, they do differentiate between humans and robots’
abilities. A pioneering study by Itakura (2008) investigating the attribution of mental verbs to a human
and a robot showed that children did not attribute the epistemic verb “think” to the robot. More recent
studies have further shown that already from three years of age, children fairly differentiate a human
from a robot in terms of mental abilities (Di Dio et al., 2020a), although younger children appear to
be more inclined to anthropomorphize robots compared to older children. This effect may be due to
the phenomenon of animism, particularly active at three years of age (Di Dio et al., 2020a,b).

Aim of the Study
The present study aimed to investigate the attribution of mental states (AMS) in children aged
5–9 years to two humanoid robots, NAO and Robovie, varying in their anthropomorphic physical
features (DiSalvo et al., 2002; Duffy, 2003). Differences in the attribution of mental qualities to the
two robots were then explored using the robots’ degree of physical anthropomorphism and the child’s
chronological age. The two humanoid robots, NAO and Robovie, have been selected for two main
reasons: (1) in relation to their physical appearance, both robots belong to the category of HSRs, but
differ for their degree of anthropomorphism (for a detailed description of the robots, see section
“Materials”); (2) both robots are largely used in experiments with children (Kanda et al., 2002; Kose
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and Yorganci, 2011; Kahn et al., 2012; Shamsuddin et al., 2012; Okumura et al., 2013a,b; Tielman
et al., 2014; Cangelosi and Schlesinger, 2015, 2018; Hood et al., 2015; Di Dio et al., 2020a,b).
In light of previous findings associated with the use of these specific robots described above,
the following has been assumed: (1) independent of age, children would distinguish between humans
and robots in terms of mental states by ascribing lower mental attributes to the robots; (2) children
would tend to attribute greater mental qualities to NAO compared to Robovie because of its greater
human-likeness; and (3) younger children would tend to attribute more human characteristics to
robots (i.e., to anthropomorphize more) than older children.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Data were acquired on 189 Italian children from kindergarten and primary school age. The
children were divided into three age groups for each robot as follows: (1) for the NAO robot, 5 years
(N = 24, 13 females; M = 68.14; SD = 3.67); 7 years (N=25, 13 females; M=91.9; SD=3.43);and 9
years (N=23, 12 females; M = 116.38, SD = 3.91); (2) for the Robovie robot, 5 years (N=33,
13females; M=70.9, SD=2.95);7 years (N=49, 26 females; M = 93.4, SD = 3.62); and 9 years (N =
35, 15 females; M = 117.42, SD = 4.44). The initial inhomogeneity between sample sizes in the NAO
and Robovie conditions were corrected by the random selection of children in the Robovie condition,
caring to balance by gender. Accordingly, the sample for the Robovie condition used for statistical
analysis was composed as follows: 5 years (N = 24, 8 females; M = 70.87, SD = 3.1); 7 years (N=25,
14females; M=92.6, SD=3.73);and 9 years (N=23, 10 females; M = 117.43, SD = 4.62). The
children’s parents received a written explanation of the procedure of the study, the measurement
items, and gave their written consent. The children were not reported by teachers or parents for
learning and/or socio-relational difficulties. The study was approved by the Local Ethic Committee
(Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan).

Materials, Task, and Procedure
Materials
The two HSRs selected for this study were the Robovie robot (Hiroshi Ishiguro Laboratories,
ATR; Figure 1B) and the NAO robot (Aldebaran Robotics, Figure 1C). Two robots were chosen
because, although they both belong to the category of HSRs, they differ in their degree of
anthropomorphic features (DiSalvo et al., 2002; Duffy, 2003; MacDorman, 2006; Zhang et al., 2008;
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Phillips et al., 2018). Robovie is a HSR with more abstract anthropomorphic features: no legs but two
driving wheels to move, two arms without hands. In particular, the head can be considered “abstract”
(Duffy, 2003) because of two important human-like features: two eyes and a microphone that looks
like a mouth (DiSalvo et al., 2002). Robovie is an HSR that can be rated as average in the continuum

of mechanical-humanlike (Ishiguro et al., 2001; Kanda et al., 2002; MacDorman, 2006). NAO is a
HSR with more pronounced anthropomorphic features compared to Robovie: two legs, two arms, and
two hands with three moving fingers (Figure 1C). Besides, the face can be classified as “iconic” and
consists of three cameras suggesting two eyes and a mouth. However, considering the whole body
and the more detailed shape of the face, NAO is a HSR that can be rated as more human-like than
Robovie (DiSalvo et al., 2002; MacDorman, 2006; Phillips et al., 2018).
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Attribution of Mental States
The AMS questionnaire2 is a measure of mental states that participants attribute to when they
look at images depicting specific characters, in this case a human (female or male based on the
participant’s gender; Figure 1A), and, according to the group condition, the Robovie or the NAO
robot (Figures 1B,C). The AMS questionnaire was inspired by the methodology described in Martini
et al. (2016) and is already used in several experiments with children (Manzi et al., 2017; Di Dio et
al., 2019, 2020a,b). The construction of the content of the questionnaire is based on the theoretical
model of Slaughter et al. (2009) on the categorization of children’s mental verbs resulting from
communication exchanges between mother and child. This classification divides mental verbs into
four categories: perceptive, volitional, cognitive, and dispositional. For the creation of the AMS
questionnaire an additional category related to imaginative verbs has been added. It has been
considered it necessary to distinguish between cognitive, epistemic, and imaginative states, since –
especially for the robot – this specification enables the analysis of different psychological processes
in terms of development. The AMS therefore consists of five dimensions: Perceptive, Emotive,
Desires and Intentional, Imaginative, and Epistemic.
The human condition was used as a baseline measure to evaluate children’s ability to attribute
mental states. In fact, as described in the results below, children scored quite high when ascribing
mental attributes to the human character, thus supporting children’s competence in performing the
mental states attribution task. Also, the human condition was used as a comparison measure against
which the level of psychological anthropomorphism of NAO and Robovie was evaluated. The
Cronbach’s alfa for each category is as follows: Perceptive (α = 0.8), Emotive (α = 0.8), Desires and
Intentional (α = 0.8), Imaginative (α = 0.8), and Epistemic (α = 0.7).
Children answered 25 questions grouped into the five different state categories described
above (see Appendix 1 for the specific items). The child had to answer “Yes” or “No” to each
question, obtaining 1 when the response is “Yes” and 0 when the response is “No”. The sum of all
responses (range = 0–25) gave the total score (α = 0.9); the five partial scores were the sum of the
responses within each category (range = 0–5).

2

1

http://www.teoriadellamente.it, “Strumenti” section
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Procedure
The children were tested individually in a quiet room inside their school. Data acquisition was
carried out by a single researcher during the normal school activities.
The experimenter showed each child the image on a paper depicting a human - gender
matched - and one of the two robots, NAO or Robovie. The presentation order of the image - human
and robot- was randomized. Afterward, the experimenter asked children the questions on the five
categories of the AMS (Perceptive, Emotive, Intentions and Desires, Imaginative, and Epistemic).
The presentation order of the five categories was also randomized. The total time required to complete
the test was approximately 10 min.

Results
Data Analysis
To evaluate the effect of age, gender, states, agent, and type of robots on children’s mental
state attribution to robots, a GLM analysis was carried out with five levels of states (Perceptive,
Emotive, Intentions and Desires, Imaginative, and Epistemic) and two levels of agent (Human,
Robot) as within-subjects factors, and age (5-, 7-, 9-year-olds), gender (Male, Female) and robot
(Robovie, NAO) as the between-subjects factor. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for
violations of Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity (p < 0.05). Post hoc comparisons were Bonferroni
corrected.
Results
The results showed (1) a main effect of agent, F(1, 126) = 570.9, p < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.819,
δ = 1, indicating that children attributed greater mental states to the human (M = 4.6, SD = 0.27)
compared to the robot (M = 2.7, SD = 0.21; Mdiff = 1.75, SE = 0.087); (2) a main effect of states,
F(4,504) = 40.33, p < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.243, δ = 1, mainly indicating that children attributed
greater intention and desires and lower imaginative states (for a full description of the statistics, see
Table 1); (3) a main effect of robot, F(1,126) = 39.4, p < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.238, δ = 1, showing
that children attributed greater mental states to NAO (M = 3.98, SD = 0.17) compared to Robovie (M
= 3.4, SD = 0.14; Mdiff = 0.568, SE = 0.099).
A two-way interaction was also found between (1) states and agent, F(1,126) = 16.51, p <
0.001, partial-η2 = 0.183, δ = 1 (for a detailed description of the differences see Table 2), and (2)
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agent and age, F(2,126) = 25.17, p < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.285, δ = 1, showing that 5-year-old children
attributed greater mental states to the robotic agents compared to older children (see Table 2).
Additionally, three-way interaction was found between states, age, and robot, F(8,126) = 4.95,
p < 0.001, partial-η2 = 0.073, δ = 1. The planned comparisons on the three-way interaction revealed
that children attributed greater mental states to NAO compared to Robovie, with the youngest
children differentiating on the Perceptive and Epistemic dimensions, and with this difference
spreading to all dimensions (but imaginative) in the older children (see Figure 2).
TABLE 1 | Statistics comparing the attribution of all AMS dimensions (Perceptive, Emotive, Intentions and
Desires, Imaginative, Epistemic).

Based on estimated marginal averages *The average difference is significant at the level of b Adaptation for
multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. Significant values are in bold.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
In the present AMS was compared in children aged 5– 9 years between two HSRs, NAO and
Robovie, also with respect to a human. The aim was to explore children’s patterns of mental
attribution to different types of HSRs, varying in their degree of physical anthropomorphism, from a
developmental perspective.
These results on the AMS to the human and robot generally confirmed the tendency of
children to ascribe lower human mental qualities to the robots, thus supporting previous findings
(Manzi et al., 2017; Di Dio et al., 2018, 2019, 2020a,b). In addition, children generally attributed
greater mental states to the NAO robot than to the Robovie robot, although differences were found in
the quality of mental states attribution as a function of age, with older children discriminating more
between the types of robots that the younger ones. As a matter of fact, the important role played by
the type of robot in influencing children’s AMS can be appreciated by evaluating differences in state
attribution developmentally.
Firstly, 5-year-old children generally attributed greater human-like mental states to the robotic
agents compared to older children. Additionally, while 5-year-old children discriminated between
robots’ mental attribution only on the perceptive and epistemic dimensions – with the NAO robot
being regarded as more anthropomorphic than Robovie –, children aged 7 and 9 years were
particularly sensitive to the type of robots, and attributed greater mental states to NAO than Robovie
on most of the tested mental state dimensions.
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TABLE 2 | Statistics comparing the attribution of all AMS dimensions (Perceptive, Emotive, Intentions and
Desires, Imaginative, Epistemic) and the AMS for the two agents (Human, Robot) across ages (5-, 7- and 9years).

Based on estimated marginal averages *The average difference is significant at the level of b Adaptation for
multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. Significant values are in bold.

From a developmental perspective, the tendency of younger children to anthropomorphize HSRs
could be reasonably explained by the phenomenon of animism (Piaget, 1929). Already Piaget in 1929
suggested that children younger than 6 years tend to attribute a consciousness to objects, i.e., the
phenomenon of animism, and that this fades around 9 years of age. Recently, this phenomenon has
been defined as a cognitive error in children (Okanda et al., 2019), i.e., animism error, characterized
by a lack of differentiation between living and non-living things. In this respect, several studies
showed that, although children are generally able to discriminate between humans and robots,
children aged 5–6 years tend to overuse animistic interpretations for inanimate things, and to attribute
biological and psychological properties to robots (Katayama et al., 2010; Di Dio et al., 2019,
2020a,b), in line with the results of this study. Interestingly, a difference in emotional attribution to
NAO was also found between 5-year-olds and 7- and 9-year-olds children: younger children
attributed lower emotions to NAO compared to the older ones. This result may seem counterintuitive
in light of what has been discussed above; however, by finely looking at the scores obtained from the
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5-year-olds for each single emotional question, it was found that younger children attributed
significantly lower negative emotions to NAO compared to the other age groups, favoring positive
emotions (χ2 < 0.01). This resulted in an overall decrease of scores in the emotional dimension for
the young children. Therefore, not only does this result not contradict the idea of a greater tendency
to anthropomorphize robots in younger children compared to older ones, but also highlights that 5years-olds perceive NAO as a positive entity that cannot express negative emotions such as anger,
sadness, and fear: the “good” play-partner.
From the age of 7, children’s belief of the robots’ mind is significantly affected by a sensitivity
to the type of the robot, as shown by differences between NAO and Robovie on most mental
dimensions, except for Imaginative. The lack of differences between robots on the Imaginative
dimension (for all age-groups), which encompasses psychological processes like pretending, and
making jokes, appears to be regarded by children as a human prerogative. Interestingly, this result
supports findings from a previous study (Di Dio et al., 2018) that compared 6-year-old children’s
mental state attribution to different entities (human, dog, robot, and God). Also, in that study,
imagination was specific to the human entity.
Generally, the findings for older children indicate that the robot’s appearance does affect
mental state attribution to the robot, and this is increasingly evident with age. However, the judgment
of older children could also be significantly influenced by the robot’s behavioral characteristics, as
demonstrated in
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FIGURE 2 | (A–E) Children’s scores on the attribution of mental states (AMS) scale. AMS mean scores for
the Human (white bar), for Robovie robot (black bar), and NAO robot (gray bar) for each state (Perceptive,
Emotions, Intentions and Desires, Imagination, and Epistemic) as a function of age group (5-, 7-, and 9-yearolds). The bars represent the standard error of the mean. *Indicates significant differences. The red lines
indicate the differences between agents (Human, Robot); the blue lines indicate the differences between ages
(5-, 7-, and 9-year-olds); the black lines indicate the differences between robots (Robovie, NAO).

a long-term study conducted with children aged 10–12 years (Ahmad et al., 2016). In this study,
children played a snakes and ladders game with a NAO robot three times across 10 days, whose
behavior in terms of personality for a social robot in education was adapted to maintain and create
long-term engagement and acceptance. It was found that children positively reacted to the use of the
robot in education, stressing a need to implement robots that are able to adapt based on previous
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experiences in real time. Of course, this is very much in line with the great vision of disciplines such
DR (Cangelosi and Schlesinger, 2015) and DC (Itakura, 2008). In this respect, it is also important to
consider further aspects related to the effectiveness in human relations of constructs such as
understanding the perspective of others (e.g., Marchetti et al., 2018) and empathy, on which several
research groups are actively working. For example, in an exploratory study Serholt et al. (2014)
highlighted the perceived need both for teachers and learners to deal with robots showing such a
competence.
In the same vein, other studies that used Robovie as an interactive partner in educational
contexts, have also shown that when the robot is programed to facilitate interactional dynamics with
children, it can be considered by the children as a group member and even part of the friendship
circle. In these studies, the robot is typically programed to act as an effective social communicative
partner using strategies, like calling children by their name, or adapting the interactive behaviors for
each child by means of behavioral patterns drawn from developmental psychology (Kanda et al.,
2007; see also, Kahn et al., 2012). The study by Kahn et al. (2012) further showed that after interacting
with Robovie, most children believed that Robovie had mental states (e.g., was intelligent and had
feelings) and was a social being (e.g., could be a friend, offer comfort, and be trusted with secrets).
The above studies highlight the prospective use of robots, particularly in the educational field.
However, in reality, today’s robots are not yet able to sustain autonomous behavior in the long term,
even though research is actively laying a good foundation for this. What can certainly be worked on
with direct effects on children’s perception of the mental abilities of robots are their physical
attributes. By outlining differences in mental states attribution to different types of humanoid robots
across ages based on robots’ physical appearance, these findings could help map the design of
humanoid robots for children: in early ages, robots can display more abstract and mechanical features
(possibly also due to the phenomenon of animism as described above); conversely, in older ages, the
tendency to anthropomorphize robots is at least partially affected by the design of the robot. However,
it has to be kept in mind that excessive human-likeness may be felt as uncomfortable, as suggested
by findings showing that children experience less discomfort with robots displaying both human and
mechanical features compared to robots whose physical features markedly evoke human ones
(Bumby and Dautenhahn, 1999; Woods et al., 2004; Woods, 2006). Excessive resemblance to the
human triggers the Uncanny Valley effect (the more the appearance of robots is similar to humans,
the higher the sense of eeriness). These data suggest that a well-designed HSR for children should
combine both human and mechanical dimensions, which, in this study, seems to be better represented
by the NAO robot.
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Conclusion
This study enabled us to analyze the AMS to two types of HSRs, highlighting how different
types of robot can evoke different attributions of mental states in children. More specifically, these
findings suggest that children’s age is an important factor to consider when designing a robot, and
provided us with at least two important insights associated with the phenomenon of
anthropomorphism from a development perspective, and the design of HSRs for children.
Anthropomorphism seems to be a widespread phenomenon in 5-year-olds, while it becomes more
dependent on physical features of the robot in older children, with a preference ascribed to the NAO
robot that is perceived as more human-like. This effect may then influence the design of robots, which
can be more flexible in terms of physical features, as with Robovie, when targeted to young children.
Overall, these results suggest that the assessment of HSRs in terms of mental states attribution
may represent a useful measure for studying the effect of different robots’ design for children.
However, it has to be noted that the current results involved only two types of HSRs. Therefore, future
studies will have to evaluate the mental attribution to a greater variety of robots by also comparing
anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic robots, and across different cultures. In addition, in
future studies it will be important to assess children’s socio-cognitive abilities such as language,
executive functions, and ToM, to analyze the effect of these abilities on the AMS to robots
developmentally. Finally, this study explored the mental attributions through images depicting robots.
Future studies should include a condition where children interact with the robots in vivo to explore
the intersectional effect between the robot’s physical appearance and its behavioral patterns. This
would enable us to highlight the relative weight of each factor on children’s perception of the robots’
mental competences.
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Abstract
In the last ten years, the topic of Computational Thinking (CT) has been gaining increasing
attention from researchers in the education field. Starting from kindergarten, increasingly
programming activities such as coding and educational robotics are proposed to enhance CT and
some cognitive skills, such as problem- solving, spatial and reasoning skills. The most commonly
used tools are the so- called tangible interfaces, such as floor-robots (e.g. Cubetto, Bee and Blue-Bot
and others), through which children can interact with the object and learn playfully. Investigating the
effects of CT activities on children’s cognitive abilities is important to understand the impact in
kindergarten and to comprehend in which developmental periods these activities might be most
successful. The aim of the present study is that of evaluating the effect of a coding intervention, based
on CT, through the use of the Cubetto robot, on the cognitive skills of 4-years-old children. The
coding intervention included three sessions and required the manipulation of physical objects to plan
and conduct a Cubetto journey. Results showed that children of the experimental group performed
better than those of the control group in programming the Cubetto path after the intervention.
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Introduction
In the last ten years, the topic of Computational Thinking (CT), such as a thought process that
uses analytic and algorithmic approaches to formulate, analyze and solve problems (Wing 2006;
2008; 2010), has been gaining increasing attention from researchers in the education field. In
particular, several studies implementing coding and educational robotics activities in kindergarten
found significant influence between CT and some cognitive skills, such as problem-solving, spatial
and reasoning skills and short-term memory (Bers, 2008; 2010; Bers et al., 2002; Kazakoff et al.,
2013; Nulli & Di Stasio, 2017; Rogers & Portsmore, 2004; Sung et al., 2017).
Thus, starting from kindergarten programming activities such as coding and educational
robotics can allow children to become code-literate, that is to be able to read, write and think through
the computer language and to be able to think in a computational way (Román-González et al., 2017).
The most commonly used tools to sustain CT are the so-called tangible interfaces, such as floor robots
(e.g. Cubetto, Bee and Blue-Bot and others), through which children can manipulate the object with
which they are interacting and understand the activity they are performing step by step (Manches &
Plowman, 2017; Nulli & Di Stasio, 2017). Specifically, children are required to program he correct
sequence of actions to achieve a specific goal, thus enhancing sequential skills that are recognized as
very important for cognitive development since the early stages of kindergarten (Kazakoff et al.,
2013).
Moreover, in addition to the most current reflection on the use of digital media in education,
literature has highlighted how the use of story-telling tasks promotes the development of narrative
thinking and other relevant skills such as Theory of Mind and perspective-taking skills (Paris & Paris,
2003). Story-telling tasks, based on a sequential logic similar to the programming language, can be
used to support and integrate robotic programming learning in education.
Generally, in the field of computer technology, educational robotics activities are structured
according to a playful approach and appropriate to the child’s developmental phase (Bers & Horn,
2010; Kazakoff & Bers, 2014), thus sustaining independent learning and discovery (Bers et al., 2019).
Coding activities and educational robotics can be seen as real constructivist programming
environments, in which children are encouraged to reflect on their thinking processes through
activities in which abstract ideas are concretely and precisely conceived (Alimisis & Kynigos, 2009;
Kazakoff et al., 2013; Papert, 1980).
Moreover, in addition to stimulating the cognitive abilities of the single child, such as
problem-solving, spatial skills, reasoning skills and short-term memory, the use of robotics in
kindergarten promotes different types of learning, such as new ways of social interaction with peers
and opportunities for social and cognitive development (Kazakoff & Bers, 2014). Furthermore, the
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use of educational robots can stimulate the potential development level that the child can reach
through social support from more expert peers, teachers and educators, that play the role of real
scaffolders (Kazakoff & Bers, 2014).
Exploring the effects of CT activities on children’s cognitive skills is important to evaluate
the impact of their introduction at infancy school. This paper aims to contribute to this reflection, by
exploring how instructional activities that teach the initial elements of CT by guided exposure to
coding can boost the development of cognitive skills of 4- years-old children. The coding intervention
included three sessions and required the manipulation of physical objects with symbolic meaning to
plan and conduct a robot journey, thus stimulating the children visual spatial and story-telling ability.

Methods
Participants
The experimental study involved a sample of 40 children aged 4, attending three different
kindergartens in the province of Milan, The children’s parents received a detailed description of the
study and expressed their written consent for their child participation to the research. All tasks
selected were deemed appropriate for age of subjects participating in this experimental study and
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychology of Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore of Milan.
Apparatus and Material
The children were divided into two groups: 1) an experimental group (N=20, 11 females) that
followed the coding intervention and whose children were evaluated individually before and after the
intervention; 2) a waiting list group (N=20, 10 females) whose children were evaluated at the same
time but followed the intervention after the experimental group. The coding intervention lasted four
weeks and consisted of three 60-minute laboratory sessions scheduled during the regular kindergarten
day. It involved the use of Cubetto, an innovative tangible coding technology that facilitates young
children’s engagement with basics of coding, founded on the principle of visual programming (i.e.
the child can design a route directly with his/her own hands without the use of a computer, yet it
incorporates traditional play elements such as patterns, colour recognition and shape sorting).
Specifically, children were assisted in defining Cubetto’s orientation and the direction needed to reach
a specific target throughout subsequent path episodes.
The assessment phase lasted about 20-25 minutes per child both pre (T0) and post (T1)
intervention. Each child was invited to actively participate to the assessment sessions and was
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instructed to carefully listen to the instructions, ask questions when in doubt and perform the test
according to his/her own skills. Specifically, the assessment included: an adapted version of
Understanding of pictures stories test (Baron-Cohen et al., 1986), used to assess the child’s ability to
reorder images with a predetermined sequence; the Children’s Mental Transformation Task (Hawes
et al., 2019) used to evaluate the children visual-spatial abilities according to their cognitive
development; an ad hoc task that involved the use of Cubetto, to observe what specific methods of
achieving a target were used by the child during the task. Children involved in the test were asked to
program Cubetto’s path over the map using a keyboard in which they could insert coloured cards,
where the different colours (green to go forward, red to turn right and yellow to turn left) represented
the useful commands to move Cubetto on the map. Drawings were shown on the map that could be
used to create educational stories or, as in this case, to construct coding paths to move Cubetto. The
task involved the programming, by the children, three Cubetto paths for achieving a precise target on
the Cubetto’s map, previously indicated by the researcher through the description of a story divided
into three parts. Following the preliminary instructions to perform the task, Cubetto was placed on a
precise starting point on the map, equal for all, and the following three paths were narrated one by
one to enable the child to focus on a single path. Each path started from the previously achieved end
point . The final score of the Cubetto task ranged from 0 to 3: 1 point was allocated when the child
was able to reach the target of the path. The total score is given by the sum of the three paths’points.

Results
To test the effect of coding intervention on children understanding of stories and visual-spatial
abilities, A 2 (groups) x 2 (pre vs. post) repeated - measures ANOVA was performed. The primary
purpose of two-way repeated measures ANOVA is to understand whether there is an interaction
between these two factors on the dependent variable. In this case, results did not show significant
interaction effects both related to children ability to reorder images with a predetermined sequence
[F (1, 41) = 1.246, p = .27] and to children visual-spatial ability [F (1, 41) = .008, p = .93]. Thus, after
the coding intervention children did not significantly improve these abilities.
Furthermore, to test the effect of coding intervention on children abilities to program Cubetto
to achieve a target on the map, A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA was performed with the Cubetto
task score as the dependent variable. In this case, it was found both a significant time effect [F (1, 41)
= 30.022, p = .001] in both groups and a significant time x group interaction effect [F (1, 41) = 9.825,
p = .003]. This means that both the experimental and control groups increase their abilities in
programming Cubetto to achieve the goal, but children of experimental group performed better than
those of control group.
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Discussion
In this study, the effects of a coding intervention, using the floor robot Cubetto, on some
cognitive skills, such as sequential ability to reconstruct stories and visual-spatial skills, in 4-yearsold children were investigated. No differences existed between the two groups at T0. The statistical
analysis showed both a significant main effect of time (pre vs post) and interaction effect (time x
group) on the sequential programming abilities measured by the ad hoc Cubetto task. Thus, the
experimental group performed better than the control group in programming the Cubetto path after
the intervention. Nevertheless, no significant interaction effects were found related to the children
understanding of pictures stories and visuo-spatial skills.
A plausible explanation of the result obtained with the Cubetto task could be linked to the
learning effect of a specific task. Various cognitive competences related to that specific type of
learning are probably involved but no generalization effect was found. Unfortunately, the research
focusing on the age considered by this study (4 years-old) is still too limited to draw conclusions on
the beneficial effects of coding for these younger learners, whose cognitive skills are still largely
immature. Furthermore, other studies (Arfé et al., 2020) involving 5-6 years children proposed a
longer intervention (8 sessions over four weeks) and found significant improvements in two executive
functions: planning and response inhibition. Thus, future studies are encouraged in testing the effects
of a coding intervention whose duration and articulation is greater in sustaining the interconnections
between specific programming skills and children cognitive abilities.
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CHAPTER 6
General Discussion

Through this thesis I aimed to introduce and explore a fairly new field of psychological
research specifically dealing with the child-robot interaction, eviscerating the multiple nuances that
characterize it and that pertain to important psychological constructs, such as the Theory of Mind and
trust, as well as the affective correlates of the relationship, investigated through the attachment
relationship. This without neglecting the value of the specific design of the robots considered for the
studies presented in this work. First of all, the theoretical framework showed that children’s cognitive
development has a significant relevance within the interactional process with robots. In particular, I
observed that the development of mentalization skills and the understanding of false beliefs play a
significant role. I had the opportunity to assess their relevant role within the first study about trust, in
which the development of the understanding of false belief is shown to be important for the
construction of future relationships based on trust. In particular, in the study designed to observe the
processes of acquisition, loss and restoration of trust in two different agents (human and robot), the
development of mentalization skills made the children able to reason more rationally about the fact
that in the Trusting Game, in which children were asked to correctly identify the box under which the
puppet was placed, the other player (human or robot) had the same probability of guessing as them,
and also of making a mistake exactly like them, moderating the effect of the affective component of
trust. This result is important as it can provide information on how the cognitive architectures of a
robot, in particular, I’m referring to disciplines such as Developmental Robotics, can be modelled to
make it trustful towards the human. Concerning the second study presented about children’s
understanding of the distinction between an intentionally false and an unintentionally false statement,
I observed how the understanding of intentionality and the acquisition of a first-order false belief are
crucial for children to understand the concepts of lies and mistakes and, therefore, to be able to
distinguish more accurately between intentionally and unintentionally false statements. Moreover, by
refining their mental abilities, children can make a more cogent moral assessment of lies and mistakes.
An interesting finding of children who had acquired first-order ToM was that they were more accurate
than children who had not yet acquired ToM in distinguishing between intentionally and
unintentionally false statements when observed in the human. In contrast, regarding the distinction
of the same statements in the robot, children who had acquired ToM responded randomly when
attributing a lie and made the subsequent moral evaluation. What does this result indicate? I assumed
that children who had acquired first-order ToM had a good understanding of intentionality in humans,
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and thus could correctly distinguish between an intentionally or unintentionally false statement, the
answers given for the robot would indicate that these same children did not attribute fully intentional
behaviour to the robot. Children who have acquired first-order ToM appear more likely to judge the
robot’s behaviour as more acceptable because they do not consider it to be completely intentional.
This result shows how important the acquisition or not of the ToM appears to be in understanding
and attributing intentional behaviour to another non-human agent, such as the robot. The third study
presented allowed me to continue this thread concerning the importance of understanding and
attributing mental states to a robotic agent. Results from this work show how two humanoid social
robots with different design characteristics, NAO robot and Robovie, can evoke different attributions
of mental states by children. Here, I could observe how age, and the maturation of mentalistic
competence, are elements to strongly consider when designing a robot. The mentalistic evaluation of
robots represents an important indication to bear in mind regarding the effect of the design of robots
on children, as well as taking into account the age of the subjects with whom the robots might interact,
and also the different contexts of use.
These first three studies bring out interesting and stimulating reflections regarding the
applicative implications of using and designing robotic agents conceived for a developing user,
namely the child. The observed elements take on a specific value since they allow us to understand,
or at least to start a more refined understanding process, on how the robot can be concretely and
functionally inserted and acted within multiple contexts, from educational to clinical, according to its
characteristics and what it elicits in the child at different stages of development and how these
elements can be effectively functional from a developmental point of view. For example, I noted that
the robotic partner is less susceptible to the dynamics of the attachment relationship and therefore
appears to be a more stable partner of trust. Therefore, this could be used with children who have
difficulties in attributing trust, due to difficult relational histories. In this way, the robot could be used,
as a mediator, to play a supportive role in improving relationships between human subjects. Having
in mind the mind of the child who interacts with the robotic agent, which carries features that are
perceived with different meanings according to the age of the mind that is observing it, appears
fundamental when proposing an activity within an educational context, not only for the child but also
for the adult who is next to him/her. What is meant by this? I mean that the research field must be
able to show the potentialities of the robotic tool inserted in a specific context, such as the educational
one, presenting its multiple application nuances, i.e. showing how to use it to promote processes that
have concrete effects on development and cognitive maturation, also to people who do not work in
research contexts. In this way, therefore, the tool will be correctly literate by all subjects interacting
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with it, from children to adults, and used constructively. This reflection leads to the analysis of the
latest research.
This finally work, based on the analysis of the effect of a coding activity related to
Computational Thinking on the cognitive skills of 4-year-olds children, allowed me to observe the
robotic artefact under another guise, namely within the framework of educational robotics. In this
context, the children were able to manipulate the robotic object, explore it, understand it. They had
their first exploratory encounter with it. I had the opportunity to observe the robot in a different role
from the one observed in the first three studies, a more didactic-educational role, which assumes an
important value as it allows us to understand how a robotic tool if it presents a well-thought-out
activity and is adequate for the age of the subjects it is proposed to, could prove useful for cognitive
development. The studies I have outlined represent the many facets of child-robot interaction. A
kaleidoscope of pieces that make up the final image, which is the interaction between children and
robots. Each of these components appears fundamental to understanding this type of interaction, to
grasping its potential and richness in terms of knowledge. This is done through the exploration of
trust, the attribution of mental states up to the direct programming of an educational robot. All this
relates to child-robot interaction.
The exploration of the interaction between children and robots, precisely because of the
characteristics of the interacting subjects, has proved and still is, fascinating, for me. Paraphrasing
Dickinson3, child-robot interaction, like the mind, is deeper than the sea because, putting them side
by side, the child and the robot, one contains the other and brings with it an infinity of facets, marked
above all by a subject that is maturing, that evolves year after year, that enriches the interaction with
another agent precisely thanks to its maturational changes. While the other, the robotic agent, brings
with it different elements, such as the design itself, which make it observable, and to which mental
states can be attributed, from multiple eyes, minds that are growing. When a child meets a robot,
worlds are generated, multiple interactional worlds. We should take on the role of Actaeon4 seen, as
it was described by Giordano Bruno in the myth telling of the encounter between Diana and Actaeon,
as a metaphor for the human intellect moved by scientific curiosity, without fear, towards knowledge,
to be increasingly moved by the desire for discovery and scientific knowledge to continue to explore
these interactional worlds.

3

Citation reference in Marchetti, A., & Massaro, D. (2012). Capire la mente. La psicologia ingenua del bambino.
Carocci Editore, Roma
4
, Referring to the myth of Actaeon and Diana as revised by Giordano Bruno, in “Giordano Bruno. Il mito di Atteone”
by Giulio Giorello (2013), Perle di Saggezza, AlboVersorio.
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